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ABSTRACT 

 

Intelligent Mobile Maid Matching using Similarity Search is a mobile application that 

allows maid seekers to search for an ideal maid by provide the maid matching function 

using similarity measures. The purpose of having this idea is because nowadays the 

maid seekers are lacked of a useful platform to find a quality maid. Moreover, all the 

applications that had been reviewed are using a simple matching method to search for 

maids. Thus, when performing searching, the result is very limited, especially when a 

user searches maids with more preferences. This application developed in this project 

is only available in Android Platform. Firebase is used as the application database that 

connects with a real-time database and allows user authentication process. The system 

development methodology used for this project is the Prototyping model. Therefore, 

the application can adapt to the environment changes when implementing the 

application. Functions of the application are implemented according to the result of 

the questionnaire.  In this project, similarity measures such as Euclidean distance, 

Manhattan distance, Minkowski distance, Jaccard coefficient and cosine similarity will 

be studied. The most suitable method will be tested through usability testing to find 

out which method is closest to the ideal maid of maid seekers. According to the result 

of usability testing, the similarity measure that applied to the searching function is 

Jaccard Coefficient. This application is developed successfully and pass all the testing. 

In a nutshell, this project is a successful project that has achieved all the project’s 

objectives. 
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CHAPTER 1 

  

1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.0 Introduction 

Hu (2012) stated that the demand for maids in Malaysia had reached almost 250,000. 

Nowadays, the demand for maids is still increasing as the number of Malaysia’s dual-

income families has increased significantly. This is because maids can relieve both 

physically and mentally stress of the families (Cardinal, 2017). The maids can help to 

maintain a comfortable household, care for a baby, elderly people, and others. Many 

people thought that the procedure instructions through the System Maid Online (SMO) 

were very ambiguous, and the explanation of the relevant application was not clear. 

Thus, many maid seekers suffered setbacks in progress and eventually giving up and 

turning to the maid agency for help (Chong, 2019).  

 In modern times, mobile phones are now indispensable for everyone. Therefore, 

this project is aimed to design a mobile application that allows maid seekers to search 

for an ideal and suitable maid. Thus, the maid seekers are able to get maid services and 

information effective and efficient via this application. 

 There are various kinds of maid searching applications available on the market. 

Although there are many similar systems in the market, but they are only available in 

other countries. Therefore, this project will perform matching and helping maid 

seekers to choose their preferred maids based on the criteria that they wished. The 

criteria that can be set as preferences are age, height, weight, marital status, nationality, 

religion, gender, language spoken, working experience, previous workplace, and 

education level. This can help the maid seeker to find the most suitable maid. 
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1.1 Problem statement 

 Maid seekers lack of a platform and hard to find a quality maid. 

Nowadays, the demand for the number of maids is increasing as the number of dual-

income families is increasing. Many people hire maids to help them with housekeeping 

so that they have more time to do their stuff. According to the study by Awang and 

Wong (2019), a good maid is hard to find as two out of three maids do not complete 

their service within the contract period. 250 employers replaced their maids five or 

more times within 2018 based on the Ministry of Manpower (MOM) statistics. 

  The maid seekers cannot search for a maid by setting more preferences 

in the mobile application in Malaysia context. 

Through the comparison for the existing mobile applications in chapter two, most of 

the existing applications are providing maid searching but only based on a few criteria. 

Some applications that with this feature are only available in other countries but not 

Malaysia.  For Malaysia, one of the existing mobile applications only let the maid 

seekers search the maids with only two options, i.e., nationality and experience. This 

is not effective as these two options are too general as most of the maids can come 

from the same country and work for the same country. Thus, through this application, 

the maid seekers can search the maid based on criteria such as age, marital status, 

nationality, language spoken, height and weight, working experience and others. This 

feature is quite important as it can let the maid seeker to find his/her preferred maid. 

 Barriers of rule-based system and database/ SQL query 

Rule-based systems are not recommended to be used in this maid matching as it is only 

reliable for complex solutions, and the knowledge in the problem area can be written 

in the form of if-then rules. It is also not suitable when there are too many rules as the 

system will become hard to maintain, and the performance might not be accurate. 

Mukundan and his friends (2007) claimed that the rules are an independent piece of 

knowledge about the field. While adding new pieces of knowledge to a rule-based 

system, the position of rules that added and what are the interactions with other rules 

need not be worried. However, they also stated that the rules in many systems cannot 

be assumed there is no interaction between the rules. Unexpected results will be 

produced if the rule interaction is being ignored. Furthermore, the performance of 

database queries is not effective when it processes too much data (Tkachenko, et al., 
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June 2008). Some queries are just assisting in filtering data but cannot help to look for 

the similar results.. In recent years, the acceptance of object-relational databases has 

increased. However, the biggest issue for the database query is response time. In 

particular, the response time becomes alarming when the large data are frequently 

retrieved from the databases from different servers. This is because the query matching 

method is not satisfied with complex data. Thus, more time will be consumed by the 

system if the query is complicated and more result is accessed from the server (Faisal, 

et al., 2019).  
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1.2 Objectives 

 To design a mobile application for searching ideal maids.   

Nowadays, many people prefer to use mobile applications which are more 

convenient and effective to accomplish their tasks. By developing a mobile 

application, the maid seekers can save a lot of time as they can search for the 

maid anytime and anywhere.  

 

 To provide a better maid searching using similarity measures.  

Similarity measures are more efficient to be used to measure the similarity 

between two objects. They are more accurate as compared to simple matching 

and rule-based. By implementing the searching features with similarity 

measure, the maid seekers are allowed to search maids by setting more 

preferences, and to find a suitable maid that is closed to their preferences.  
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1.3 Proposed Solution 

A mobile application is proposed as a solution to improve the maid service system 

encountered in the existing application. This application uses Firebase as the database, 

Java programming language, and supports only the Android platform.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Overview Diagram (Eze, 2017) 

 

 For this application, the Java programming language will use to develop front-

end. Eze (2017) claimed that when a mobile application develops with Firebase, then 

the developers do not need to manage servers or write APIs for a simple project. Thus, 

this application uses Firebase to develop as Firebase can become the servers, API and 

database. 

            By implementing this application, most of the problems faced by the maid 

seekers could be solved efficiently. In general, this mobile application has the 

following features and functions to implement in the system, such as: 

1) Allow maid seekers to find the maid easily. 

The maid seekers are able to search for a maid anytime and anywhere by using an 

internet-connected mobile application. 

2) Allow maid seekers to set their preferences when searching. 

The maid seekers are able to search for a maid according to their preferences. Thus, 

the system can perform matching based on the criteria to suggest a suitable maid. 
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3) Reduce the number of ‘forgetful’. 

This application will provide a feature that asks the maid seekers whether they want to 

set a reminder or not when successful applying for a maid. This can prevent the maid 

seekers to forget about the arrival date of their maid. 

4) Bookmark List 

Bookmarking functionality will be included in this application. This feature allows 

maid seekers to "star" their favourite maids. Then, they can view the list of maids they 

like. 
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1.4 Proposed Approach 

1.4.1 Methodology 

Software Development Methodology is a framework that helps for managing, 

designing, planning, and controlling the development process in the software 

development life cycle (SDLC). There are numerous types of methodologies that can 

be applied in this project such as the Waterfall Model, Agile software development, 

Prototyping model, Rapid Application Development and others. In this case, the 

proposed methodology that will be used in this project is prototyping model. 

 

Figure 1.2 Phases of Prototyping model. (Kurma, 2012) 

 

 Rouse (2019) claimed that the prototyping model is a method of system 

development that builds a prototype, tests it and then refines it until a sign-off is 

achieved from the clients whether this application can be developed. This model is 

using when the project requirements are ambiguous ahead of time. In addition, it is a 

process of iterating and the process of trial and error between users and developers. 

 The prototyping model is suitable for developing the mobile application 

because the users can involve throughout the mobile application development. By 

involving the users during the development, the users can see and interact with the 

prototype of the project. The users able to give the feedback, add or change the project 

requirements and alter the model specifications. It can reduce the problems of 

misunderstandings during the development process (Rapid Reproduction, 2016). 

 Moreover, the defects and bugs can detect earlier by using this method. This is 

because the process is iterative, where the users can figure out the dissatisfaction and 

the limitations of the prototypes. (Educba, 2019). This makes the process of 

maintenance easier as the number of errors can be reduced. 
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1.4.2 Research Method 

The research method that will be applied in this project is quantitative research. The 

purpose of using this method is data gathering. A set of the questionnaire will be 

prepared to the potential users to gather the opinion from different potential users and 

the problem faced by the users so that the system could be improved. 
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1.5 Project Scope 

This scope for this project is to develop a maid searching system that involves a few 

modules that only available to Android operating system devices. This application is 

a mobile application. Therefore, android studio and Firebase will be used to develop 

this application.  

  The target users of this project are the maid seekers in the Klang Valley area. 

This system will provide a search engine for maid seekers to search maids by selecting 

the characteristics of the maids. The system will show the result from the highest to 

lowest based on the similarity. The maid seekers can view the lists and the details 

information of the maids such as name, age, marital status, weight, height, nationality, 

religion, language spoken, education level, previous workplace, and working 

experience. This project allows setting a reminder to remind the arrival date of the 

maid. The maid seekers are allowed to bookmark their preferred maids after searching. 

  Besides that, this system will provide a better maid matching feature that can 

let the maid seekers search a suitable maid by performing matching based on similarity 

measures.  This project will compare the results provided that based on simple 

matching and different similarity measures such as Euclidean distance, Manhattan 

Distance, Jaccard Coefficient, Minkowski Distance and Cosine Similarity. Then, the 

best measures that provide good result will be selected to apply in the application.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.0 Introduction 

In this chapter, the features of five similar existing applications will be compared and 

contrasted to gain more understanding of the system. Although some applications are 

not exactly the same as the project, useful features can be extracted to include them in 

this project. Next, to choose the appropriate methodology, a comparison between 

various development methodologies will consist in this section. Besides that, the 

advantages and disadvantages of using similarity measures will be studied. The various 

types of usability testing will be discussed in this section.  
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2.1 Similar Mobile Applications Study and Evaluation  

In this section, five applications have been selected to perform a literature review. 

There are three mobile applications and two website applications such as Maid Assist, 

Agensi Pekerjaan Venture Provision (APVP), Agensi Pekerjaan Together Sdn. Bhd., 

Wilson Maid, and HelperSearch. For Wilson Maid and HelperSearch are only 

available in Hong Kong.  

2.1.1 Maid Assist 

This application is released in 2017 by Island Maids (East) Pte Ltd. The following will 

discuss the features of the application. 

 

Figure 2.1 Maid Assist Application 

 

 Translation Tools 

This application is designed to bridge the communication gap between Domestic 

Employer and their maids (Foreign Domestic Workers). With the help of translation 

tools, employers can translate and send messages via text messages to the maids. 
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Figure 2.2 Translation tools 

 

 Plan Schedule 

This Schedule Planner has an extra feature which is the employer can plan their maid’s 

work schedule in their own language and then can translate into the required language 

of choice. They can then decide to send their plan to the maid via SMS or email the 

plan to themselves in order to print a hard copy to be handed to the maid. 

  

Figure 2.3 Plan schedule 
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 Guideline 

It provides a video guide on how to manage a maid, as well as housework tips and 

guides. Moreover, the users can access to translate food recipes, which can be 

downloaded into emails for maids to learn and improve. 

       

Figure 2.4 Guideline 

 

 Check VISA Requirement 

If the users wish to take a maid abroad, they can use this application to check the visa 

requirements of the country that intend to visit for the maid. 
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Figure 2.5 Visa Requirement 

 

 

 Maid Service 

It has a lot of types of maid service. It allows the users to contact them to inquire about 

the services. 

      

Figure 2.6 Maid Service 

 

 Maid Profiles 

The users can view the list of the maids. They can click in to view the detail 

information of a maid they wish to view.  
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Figure 2.7 Maid Profiles 
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 Matching Method 

This application only allows users to search for maids by setting two conditions. Since 

the results provided are exactly the same as the conditions, it can be assumed that the 

matching method used by this application is simple matching.  

 

Figure 2.8 Matching method 
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2.1.2 Agensi Pekerjaan Venture Provision (APVP)  

AVPV is a website application that managed licensed recruitment agency. They have 

many years of experience in providing good quality and service in KL, Malaysia. They 

have recruited thousands of foreign maids to meet their personal needs. All of their 

maids have been screened and trained at the training centre in preparation for 

deployment to Malaysia. 

 

Figure 2.9 APVP 

 

 Maid Service 

This website has provided the cleaning service by submitting the inquiry form for 

home cleaning service. The users need to fill up their name, email, contact number, 

preferred time to contact, full address, and residential type. They also need to choose 

when, how long the user wants to hire a maid. 
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Figure 2.10 Maid Service 

 

 Maid Profiles 

This website provides maid profiles and allows the users to search for a maid based on 

certain criteria such as nationality, age range, religion, and marital status. The user can 

choose to download the profile information or choose to book the maid. 

 

Figure 2.11 Maid Profiles 
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 Guideline 

It provides a list of forms that users required to fill up to apply an application. This 

ease the process as the users have enough information to apply a maid.  

 

Figure 2.12 Guideline 

 

 Matching Method 

As the results came out exactly the same as the preferences, thus it is using a simple 

matching method to perform searches. 

 

Figure 2.13 Matching Method 
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2.1.3 Agensi Pekerjaan Together Sdn.Bhd  

Agensi Pekerjaan Together Sdn Bhd is established on October 9, 2012, under 

Malaysia’s Companies Acts. It is a website application and is a professionally 

managed recruitment agency licensed under the Private Employment Agency Act 

which approved by the Ministry of Human Resources.   

 

Figure 2.14 Agensi Pekerjaan Together Sdn Bhd 

 

 Guideline 

It also provides a guideline to the users such as the document required to apply a maid. 

There has different information on different hiring conditions.  

 

Figure 2.15 Guideline 
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 Maid Profiles 

This application allows the users to perform the maid searching by setting more 

preferences such as nationality, age, responsibilities, marital status, working 

experience, religion, English proficiency, education level and type of maid. After 

searching, the users can click the name of the maid, and a form shall be given to 

download if the users wish to apply this maid. 
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Figure 2.16 Maid Profiles 

 

 Maid Inquiry 

There shall be a form to let users enter the information to search for a maid. They can 

fill-up the form and indicate the preferences that they would want for a maid. After 

submitting the filled-up form, a representative shall contact the users regarding their 

request.  
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Figure 2.17 Maid Inquiry 

 

 Matching Method 

As the results came out exactly the same as the preferences, thus it is using a simple 

matching method to perform searches. 

  

 

Figure 2.18 Set preferences 
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Figure 2.19 Result  
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2.1.4 Wilson Maid 

Wilson maid is a mobile application released on August 31, 2016. It is only available 

for Hong Kong. The Wilson Employment Center is a domestic helper specialist in 

Indonesia. They have training centers in Indonesia. These training centers are located 

in Jakarta, Solo (Central Java) and Cody. (East Java). They shall provide Indonesian 

maids at affordable prices and guarantee replacement.  

 

Figure 2.20 Wilson Maid 

 

 Maid Profiles 

The application allows the users to view the profile of the maids. When clicking inside, 

it shall let the users choose which maids they wish to view based on the previous 

workplace working experience. Then, the users can select each of the maids, and their 

detail information will be shown.  
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Figure 2.21 Maid Profiles 

 

 Guideline 

This application provides information that employers need to know. For example, 

application’s terms and conditions, legal holidays, annual leave, long service payment 

and helper compensation. The application has described the steps that users need to 

perform to apply for a maid. 

 

Figure 6.2 Guideline 
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 Maid Inquiry 

If the users have found the suitable maids, they can fill up an appointment form and 

submit it. Users are allowing to reserve several maids by entering their code. Users 

need to provide their name, contact number, and also email address.  

 

Figure 2.22 Maid Inquiry  
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2.1.5 Helper Search 

Helper Search is available to find maids in Hong Kong that released in 2014. The idea 

of the application is to develop a better way for maid seekers looking for a helper. This 

platform is not only just look for a helper but also a way to let the helpers look for an 

employer. 

 

Figure 2.23 Helper Search 

 

 Maid Profiles 

This application allows users to search maids by setting their preferences such as name, 

current location, current status, nationality, experience, age, gender, marital status, 

allergy, driving license, willing to share a room, and working experience. After 

searching the maids, the application will show the results and users can choose to view 

their detail information. 
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Figure 2.24 Maid Profiles 

 

 Message platform 

There is a chat button after the users view the detail information. This application has 

provided a platform to let users chatting with the helper. The users allow sending a 

picture to them. Users can view and reply the messages at the message column. Any 

notifications shall be updated in the column which is in the inbox.  
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Figure 2.25 Message Platform 

 

 Bookmark 

After searching maids, there is a bookmark option to let users choose. The users can 

bookmark all the maids they prefer and then view them at the bookmark column. 

Bookmark is allowing to edit. 
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Figure 2.25 Bookmark list 

 

 Customer Service 

If the users have problems or issues when using the application, they can contact the 

admin through a customer service platform. This platform allows users to link to 

Whatapps. 

 

Figure 2.26 Customer Service  
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 Matching Method 

This application is using a simple matching to perform the matching. This is because 

the provided maids are only the maids with the criteria that have been set. 

    

Figure 2.27 Matching Method  
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2.1.6 Comparison among Similar Existing Application 

Table 1 Comparison between five similar application 

 Maid 

Assist 

Agensi 

Pekerjaan 

Venture 

Provision 

(APVP) 

Agensi 

Pekerjaan 

Together 

Sdn.Bhd 

Wilson 

Maid 

HelperSearch 

Translation 

Tools 

Yes No No No No 

Plan 

Schedule 

Yes No No No No 

Guideline Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Check VISA 

Requirement 

Yes No No No No 

Maid Service Yes Yes No No No 

Maid 

Profiles 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Maid 

Inquiry 

No No Yes Yes No    

Message 

Platform 

No No No No Yes 

Bookmark No No No No Yes 

Customer 

Service 

No No No No Yes 

Matching 

Method 

Simple Simple Simple - Simple 

 

 In conclusion, every application has different unique features and every feature 

it serves for different purposes. The overall layout of the mobile application must be 

neat and tidy, which allows the users to find the information they need as easier as 

possible. In general, view maid profiles and search based on criteria is a must. The 

guideline that has given hiring information to the maid seekers are also important. This 

is because users would not prefer to use a mobile application with ambiguous 
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information. Features that should be included are maid inquiry as the users can inquire 

about the status of maids instead of applying the maids and then be rejected. Besides 

that, this mobile application will have a bookmark function. This is useful for the users 

as they can select again from the favourite list. In these five existing applications, four 

out of five are using simple matching to perform maid searching. It is not 

recommended as there are only a few results that will be provided when the preferences 

are more. Thus, this project will calculate the similarity between both objects by 

implementing similarity measures to perform maid searching. 
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2.2 Software Development Methodologies 

2.2.1 Waterfall Model 

  

Figure 2.28 Waterfall Model (Guru99, 2014) 

 

The waterfall model was the oldest model to be introduced among all of the software 

development methodologies. It is the earliest software development life-cycle (SDLC) 

approach that was used for the development process (Sharma, 2016). The process of 

this model is called as Linear-Sequential Life Cycle Model because it works as a linear 

sequential flow. A phase must be done before the next phase starts, thus this model has 

no overlap process.  

 In this approach, the process has divided into some phases and there is no 

iterative for the process. The following are the phases of this approach such as 

requirement analysis, system design, implementation, system testing, system 

deployment and system maintenance.  

 Requirement Analysis: to understand the information of the project and gather 

the requirement from the client.  

 System Design: a brief design of the system will be prepared based on the 

specification studied in the previous phase (Sharma, 2016). To specify the 

requirements of hardware and software.  

 Implementation: writing code for the software (Sarycheva, 2019).  

 System Testing: after doing the testing for the unit that is done in the previous 

phase, which is to check if there are any defects in the system. It is to make 
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sure the system meets the client’s requirements and then integrated all the units 

into a system (Sharma, 2016). 

 System Deployment: deploy the application in the customer environment 

(Sharma, 2016). 

 System Maintenance: Make sure that the application can be running smoothly 

in the respective environment. Once there is any defect found, regular 

maintenance and support have to provide to the customer (Sharma, 2016). 

 

Table 2 Advantage and disadvantage of the Waterfall model 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Easy to understand and easy to use. Hard to defined cost budget and estimate 

time for the development process. 

All phases are processed and complete at 

a time and no overlap. 

Hard to go back to previous phases. 

Suitable for a smaller project when the 

requirements are clear. 

Not suitable for the project where the 

requirement is ambiguous. 

Easy to arrange task as each phase has its 

specific deliverables. 

Fixed the error only during the phase. 
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2.2.2 Prototyping Model 

 

 

Figure 2.29 Prototyping model (Guru99, 2014) 

 

Prototyping model is called as a prototype model that is can be built, tested and then 

refined until a satisfying prototype is completed. When the project’s requirements are 

not clear, it is the best approach as it is an iterative approach that can always repeat the 

phases until the requirements are met. Besides, it was taking place between the 

developers and the end-users (Rouse, 2019).  

 There are six SDLC phases in prototyping methodology included in this 

approach. The following are the phases of the prototyping model, such as: 

 Requirements: Conducting the interview with the potential users to know their 

expectation for the system and analyze the requirements.  

 Quick Design: A brief design of the system will be created by the developers 

based on the requirement collected from the previous phase. Although the 

design is incomplete, it provides users with simple ideas about the system, and 

it helps in developing the prototype.  

 Build Prototype: This is a small and practical prototype designed according to 

the requirements described in the previous stages. 

 User Evaluation: The prototype created in the previous phase will be provided 

to the client for initial evaluation. The client can comment and give suggestions 

for improvement.  

 Refining Prototype: Refining the prototype according to the client’s feedback 

and comment. 

 Implement and Maintain: Once the prototype is satisfied by the client, a final 

system is implemented, and the developers will provide support if there is any 

problem.  
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Table 3 Advantage and disadvantage of Prototyping model 

Advantages Disadvantages 

The error can be detected easily and 

earlier.  

Slow and time taking process. 

Complicated projects can reuse the 

prototypes before. 

Poor documentation as the requirements 

are always changing. 

Risk of failure can be reduced The numbers of iteration are unknown. 

The users can better understand the 

system through the provided working 

model. 

Problems that have been analyzed is 

incomplete and inadequate 

Customer’s feedback can provide ideas 

for the customer needs.  

Clients might request an excessive 

change to the prototype. 
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2.2.3 Agile Software Development 

 

Figure 2.30 Agile Software Development (Anurina, 2019) 

 

Agile methodology is encouraging continuous iteration of development and testing 

activities throughout SDLC, and it is unlike the Waterfall model as both of the 

development and testing process are concurrent (Guru99, 2014). In 2001, there are 

seventeen software development professionals have been introduced an Agile 

Manifesto that discussing the concepts that around the idea of lightweight software 

development (Rouse, 2019). There are four core values be discussed, such as:  

 The individual and interaction should be focused more as compared to process 

and tools. 

 The comprehensive documentation is less important than working software. 

 Customer collaboration instead of contract negotiation. 

 A focus on responding to changes instead of following a plan. 

Figure 2.31 Phases of Agile Software Development (Anurina, 2019) 

 

 There are six SDLC phases in agile methodology include in this approach. 

Following are the phases of the agile such as: 
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 Concept: identify the business opportunities, estimate the time will be required 

to complete a project, and identify resources needed. The project is envisioned 

and prioritize.  

 Inception: identify team members. Discuss the initial requirements with the 

customers. A project plan is created, including the timeline to define the 

dateline for each work. 

 Iteration/ Construction: begin to create working software based on 

requirements and client’s feedback. This approach will rely on iterations until 

the project is completed. The flows of the iteration are defined requirements 

based on the client or stakeholders’ feedback, develop software based on the 

set requirements, conduct quality assurance testing, training and 

documentation, deliver and integrate final sprint into a product.   

 Release: release the final sprint into production after conducting the quality 

assurance testing, user testing, and documentation creation and get the client’s 

sign off.  

 Production: focus on the ongoing support to maintain the software 

 Retirement: end-of-life activities of the production which include customer 

notification and final migration.  

(Rouse, 2019) 

Table 4 Advantage and disadvantage of Agile Software Development 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Requirements of the project can be 

changed anytime as it adapts to change 

and respond faster 

Not suitable for handling a complicated 

project.  

Detect error and solve it quickly Hard to estimate time complete when the 

project is large. 

The development process is iterative Less documentation priority thus poor 

resource planning 

Fewer resources are wasted because they 

always work on up-to-date tasks 

High level of interaction with the client 

and stakeholders, thus it will take time 

and make the process difficult. 
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 There are several frameworks of agile methodologies such as Agile Scrum 

Methodology, Extreme Programming (XP), Feature Driven Development (FDD), 

Lean Software Development, Kanban and others. Three types of frameworks will be 

discussed in this session which is Scrum, XP and FDD.  

 Agile Scrum Methodology 

Guru99 (2019) claimed that Scrum helps the teams work together more effectively. It 

is used to manage software delivery. Due to iterative and incremental practices, 

organizations working software will deliver more frequently. Each of the iterations is 

known as Sprint. According to Sharma, Sarkar and Gupta (2012), this method starts 

from collecting user requirements from the user. Users can change the request anytime 

during the development such as add, remove, and modify features. Next, a product 

backlog, sprint planning, should be created in each sprint. Daily scrum meet will be 

held every day to ensure the work progress and make the decision for the next sprint. 

The project can get a working increment after each sprint. 

 

 Extreme Programming (XP) 

Guru99 (2012) stated that extreme programming is useful when the demands or 

requirements are frequently changing by the clients or when the requirements of the 

project are not sure. The clients can change requests or requirements at any stage of 

the development life cycle. Sharma, Sarkar and Gupta claimed that XP would collect 

user requirements and divided into numerous small numbers of cycles. In the iteration 

planning phase, the number of cycles is deciding, the requirements are prioritizing, and 

the amount of effort are estimating for each cycle. Pair programming is using for each 

iteration. The iteration plan should be adjusted if the user requirements have any 

changes during the development phase. Next, the newly developed version will be 

tested for errors (if found); these errors will be removed in the next iteration. The 

project should be tracked to get feedback after each acceptance test.  

 

 Feature Driven Development (FDD) 

According to Garg (2017), feature-driven development methodology allows a team to 

update the project frequently and detect errors rapidly. First, the team starts to collect 

the user requirement and then an overall model of the project will be developed. The 
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model will describe the idea of the scope of the project. Next, a list of features is 

created that consists of the information gathered in the first step. The whole projects 

are divided into features, and the related features are combined into a single group. 

Then, one chief programmer will lead to prepare a plan, and each feature is assigned 

to a development team. The last step is a modelling iteration, in which each function 

of the application is first modelled in UML. The particular feature will continue to 

implement unless it is approved by the chief programmer (Sharma et al., 2012).  
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2.2.4 Development methodologies comparison matrix 

Table 5 Comparison matrix of various methodologies (Sabale and Dani, 2012, pp.23) 

 Waterfall model Prototyping model Agile methodology 

Requirement 

gathering 

At the beginning of 

the cycle 

Often change Often change 

Cost Low Medium High 

Overlap 

phases 

No Yes Yes 

User 

Involvement 

In the beginning of 

the cycle only (one 

time) 

Frequent Frequent 

Time Frame Long Short Least Possible 

Success rate Low  High High 

 

In conclusion, each methodology has its own properties, benefits and limitations. 

Different types of methodologies are suitable for the different environment of the 

project. Thus, the right methodology will make the development process easier and the 

project’s goal can be achieved easily.  

 For this project, the prototyping model will be chosen as the system 

development methodology. This is because the requirements for the project are 

ambiguous at the beginning of the project. This methodology allows the requirements 

to change throughout the process because changing the level of control in this approach 

is easy. This means that modifications on the prototype can be easily managed to 

prevent applications from being developed from going beyond the scope. An 

application can be developed more user friendly if it can adapt to the changes. This is 

because the project will get feedback from the users after each iteration.  

 Furthermore, the objective of this project is to create a mobile application for 

maid seekers to find an ideal maid. Thus, the user involvement for this project is 

important as it has to ensure the result can meet the end-user satisfaction. This project 

only has about 7 months to complete. Thus, this methodology is suitable for the project 

as it is suitable for the project timeframe, which is short and its success rate of 

development is high.   
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2.3 Similarity Measure 

GradesFixer (2019) claimed that a similarity measure is a measure of how much the 

similarity between two data objects are. In data mining, the features of objects can be 

represented by the distance between points of dimensions. For example, when the 

distance is large, then the degree of similarity will be low, whereas when the distance 

is small, the degree of similarity will be high. Saif (2019) stated that similarities are 

usually a positive number in the range of zero to one as zero means no similarity and 

one means there is a complete similarity. There are several types of similarity measure 

methods that will be discussed, such as Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance, 

Minkowski distance, Jaccard coefficient, and Cosine similarity. 
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2.3.1 Euclidean Distance 

  

Figure 2.32 Euclidean Distance (Rosalind, n.d)  

 

For geometrical problems, Euclidean distance is a standard metric to solve it 

(GradesFixer, 2019). In general, this method is the most common use of distance and 

it is called as a simple distance. The best proximity metric is when the data is dense or 

continuous. The length of the path connecting is the distance between two points and 

it can be calculated by using the Pythagorean Theorem (Polamuri, 2015). The distance 

between two points and can be easily measured in two or three-dimensional space. 

 The formula for two dimensional is: 

  

Equation 1 Formula for two dimensional 

 The formula for three dimensional is: 

 

Equation 2 Formula for three dimensional 

 

Table 6 Advantages and disadvantages of Euclidean Distance 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Adding new objects to the analysis does 

not affect the distance between any two 

objects (Bora & Gupta, 2014) 

 

The distance is smaller when the two objects 

have no common attribute as compared to 

the objects that have the same attribute 

value. 

Effective when there is a small amount of 

data (Hasan, et al., 2015). 

Sensitive to outliers, the high skew will 

throw off the mean and alter the covariance. 
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 Larger magnitudes will create larger 

similarity values even though the values are 

not so similar (Jamesdal, 2012). 

 

2.3.2 Cosine Similarity 

 

Figure 2.33 Cosine Similarity (Emmery, 2017) 

 

Cosine similarity (θ) is a measure of similarity between the inner product spaces of 

two vectors that measure the cosine of the angle (Emmery, 2017). He stated that cosine 

similarity is often used as a measure of the angle when the magnitude of the vector is 

irrelevant. Phabhakaran (2018) claimed that this cosine similarity is used to measure 

the similarity of documents, regardless of their size. If the angle between two vectors 

is smaller, then the higher the similarity. The cosine of 0° means 1 and the other angle 

is less than 1. The outcome of cosine similarity is always bounded in [0, 1] and mostly 

used in positive space (GradesFixer, 2019).  

 

Equation 3 Formula of cosine similarity 

 

Table 7 Advantages and disadvantages cosine similarity 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Efficient to evaluate for sparse vectors. Not enough to capture the effective 

similar users (Saranya, et al., 2016). 

Measure the similarity regardless of the 

magnitude 
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2.3.3 Manhattan Distance 

 

Figure 2.34 Manhattan Distance (Evert et al, 2016) 

 

GradesFixer (2019) said Manhattan distance is a metric in which to calculate the total 

sum of the difference between two points which are x-coordinates and y-coordinates 

by summing up the difference of absolute x-axis and y-axis. This can find out how two 

points (point A and point B) are changes in x-axis and y-axis. It calculates the distance 

between two points along the right-angle axis. For example, given p1 (a1, b1) and p2 

(a2, b2) in a two-dimensional plane, the distance is calculated by using |a1 - a2| + |b1 

- b2|. There are some properties that expect from the measure such as ensure the 

distance must be a positive value, ensure the distance is zero when the two elements 

are equal when compare, ensure the point that starts to measure is not matter, and 

ensure the distance between two elements that are going directly from one to the other 

is the shortest distance (Sohail, 2018).  

  

Equation 4 Formula of Manhattan Distance (Craw, 2011) 

 

Table 8 Advantages and disadvantages of Manhattan Distance 

Advantages Disadvantages 

It based on absolute value distance and it 

gives a robust result. 

Higher cost as compared to Euclidean 

distance. 
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 Sensitive to outliers (Shirkhorshidi, et al., 

2015). 

2.3.4 Minkowski Distance 

 

Figure 2.35 Minkowski Distance (Polamuri, 2018) 

 

Minkowski distance is a generalized measure of Euclidean distance and Manhattan 

distance. This is because the formula that is used to calculate the distance between two 

points can be calculated in different ways (Sharma, 2019). For the equation, λ is 

defined must be more than 0, but it is often used for values 1, 2, and ∞. When λ equal 

to one, it calculates the Manhattan distance whereas when λ equal to two, it calculates 

the Euclidean distance. If the λ=∞ then it calculates the Chebyshev distance (Polamuri, 

2018). 

𝑑𝑀𝐾𝐷(𝑖, 𝑗) =  √∑ |𝑦𝑖,𝑘 − 𝑦𝑗,𝑘|ℷ

𝑛−1

𝑘=0

ℷ

 

Equation 5 Formula of Minkowski Distance 

 

Table 9 Advantages and disadvantages of Minkowski Distance 

Advantages Disadvantages 

More effective implementation in spatial 

analysis modeling (Shahid, et al., 2009). 

Does not perform well for categorical data 

Used when measuring a variable on a 

ratio scale with absolute zero (Schulz, 

2008). 

A wider range of variables affects results  
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2.3.5 Jaccard Coefficient 

 

Figure 2.36 Jaccard Coefficient 

 

Jaccard coefficient measures the similarity between sets by taking the size of the 

intersection of both sets and divide it by the size of the union of the sets (GradesFixer, 

2019). The range for this Jaccard coefficient is from 0% to 100%. The higher the 

percentage, the more similarities between the two sets. For example, the percentage is 

100% when both sets are similar to each other, whereas when both sets share no 

members, then the percentage will be 0% (DeepAI, 2016).  

 

Equation 6 Formula of Jaccard Coefficient 

 

Table 10 Advantages and disadvantages of Jaccard Coefficient 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Perform well when the similarity of 

words is measured (Niwattanakul, et al., 

2013). 

Not recommended to compare 2 datasets that 

are different in size (Rees, 2019). 

 

 

 

 In conclusion, these five similarity measures have their own benefits and 

limitations. These five similarity measures will be tested to find out which are more 

accurate and suitable to apply in the application.   
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2.4 Usability Testing 

Usability testing is to test how simple a user can complete their task without any 

guidance (McPeak, 2017). According to Barnum (2011), usability testing is focusing 

on the users’ experience but not on the product’s performance. These are ways to test 

and observe user behaviour to find effective and ineffective methods. When doing the 

usability tests, the observers should observe users’ body language, their facial 

expressions, and emotions. The observers need to encourage them to "think aloud" so 

that the users can provide suggestion and their thoughts aloud when using the product. 

By performing the test, both qualitative and quantitative data can be obtained and 

identified the product usability issues (Quovantis, 2018). The purpose of developing a 

usability test is to ensure the product has met the users’ expectation and removes the 

flaws in the product as earlier as possible.  

 Brooke (2018) claimed that there are six steps to conduct a test. First, a product 

or prototype must be built that are going to test. It can be a limited functionality product, 

a demonstration application or an interactive wireframe as the purpose is to test the 

concepts and build on the initial framework. Next, a test plan will be developed. The 

test plan should be designed to answer two questions. The first questions are what are 

going to test, and the second questions are how the results are measured. After 

preparing a test plan, the next process is to recruit the right test participants. By 

recruiting a right participant, they can give the best possible result in the shortest 

amount of time. A usability test can be performed in different formats. A contingency 

plan should be prepared to avoid problems that arise during the test. After testing, the 

test results will be documented. Don't rush during view the record of the result, check 

carefully for errors that could lead to unreliable data. Lastly, the final part is to fix the 

errors, address the bugs and enhance the user experience on the product. This can help 

to confirm whether it can be released to the market.  

Table 11 Advantages and Disadvantages of Usability Testing (Guru99, n.d) 

 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Improve end-user satisfaction Higher cost to do the different method of 

usability test 

Gather true feedback from target 

audiences 

More resources needed 
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 There are several methods of usability testing, such as phone interviews, user 

testing, observation, lab usability testing, and others. In this session, lab usability 

testing and user testing will be discussed.  

 Lab Usability Testing 

Lab usability testing is a moderated and remote test performed through a computer or 

phone. A trained moderator is required along with the test. Kaushik (2006) stated that 

the usability test normally is conducting inside a specially designed usability testing 

lab. Typically, the observers are watching the test and take notes behind a one-way-

mirrored window. If not, ensure the observers are standing behind the test subject 

throughout the test. When the test subjects start working on their tasks, the moderator 

will start observing. The moderators will take notes on the behaviour and records 

whether or not they able to complete the task and consume how long or take what step 

to complete. The advantages of lab usability testing are all the sessions will run under 

the same environments, thus make it useful for comparing the results. This could be a 

good mechanism to generate ideas to solve customer problems. 

 User Testing 

User testing is an un-moderated and in-person test conducted in a controlled 

environment but without a person to oversee the test. This is good because it reduces 

the possibilities that the moderator will influence users. User testing should be 

performed at every point of the process as part of the iterative design process (Murphy, 

2018). McPeak (2017) claimed that user testing requires a real person to use the 

application to ensure all the function go well from the unfamiliar and non-biased 

perspective. It allows researchers to observe the body language and facial expressions 

of participants without interfering with a moderator. By user testing, high user 

satisfaction can be achieved because the stories and sights of users can be more 

understand during the test.  

Figure out the issues and potential 

problems before product release 

 

Save cost on development  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

METHODOLOGY AND WORK PLAN 

 

3.0 Introduction 

According to Sivaranjani and Rajeswari (2017), a software development approach needed 

for a project. The development methodology is a framework that helps to plan and control 

the entire process of when building this application. This framework helps to manage each 

phase of software development in an organized way. Thus, software development 

methodology can help to make the project successful. In this chapter, the details of work 

for every phase in the system development methodology will be discussed.  
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3.1 System Development Methodology 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Prototyping model (Meileni, et al., 2019) 

 

The prototyping model is suitable when the requirements are ambiguous and develop a 

large application. Furthermore, it helps to identify missing functionalities and errors faster. 

By using this methodology, users can be more understanding of the application 

(Sivaranjani and Rajeswari, 2017). Therefore, the prototyping model was chosen to apply 

on this application based on analyzing and comparing with many software development 

methodologies in Chapter 2. It has several phases and different features in each phase. The 

phases of the prototyping model are project initiation, iteration process, development, 

testing, and maintenance or deployment phases.  
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3.1.1 Project Initiation 

In the project initiation phase, research on project-related articles or conference papers had 

been conducted to obtain the information needed to develop mobile applications. These 

studies were used to define the problem statement more specifically by providing strong 

evidence. The required details and data had been collected through fact-finding. From the 

research, various pieces of information were carried out: 

1. The problems existed in the current. 

2. The objectives and scopes of the proposed application. 

3. The end-user of the proposed application development. 

 The data collected through fact-finding had been analyzed to provide accurate and 

comprehensive functional and non-functional requirements for the application. Next, the 

work-breakdown-structure and Gantt chart were developed to illustrate the workflow and 

schedule for each phase. Thus, this application would be developed within the specified 

and estimated time. A quick design was developed for the user to evaluate and then 

continue with the iteration phase.  

3.1.1.1 Milestone 

 

Figure 3.2 Milestones I 

Intelligent Mobile Maid Service Agency
145 

days
Tue 28/1/20 Mon 17/8/20

   1.0 Project Initiation 39 days Tue 28/1/20 Fri 20/3/20

      1.1 Preliminary Report 14 days Tue 28/1/20 Fri 14/2/20

          1.1.1 Executive Summary 2 days Wed 29/1/20 Thu 30/1/20

          1.1.2 Define Problem Statement 3 days Sat 1/2/20 Tue 4/2/20

          1.1.3 Define Objectives 3 days Wed 5/2/20 Fri 7/2/20

          1.1.4 Define Proposed Solution 2 days Sat 8/2/20 Mon 10/2/20

          1.1.5 Define Proposed Approach 2 days Mon 10/2/20 Tue 11/2/20
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Figure 3.3 Milestones II 

          1.1.6 Define Project Scope 2 days Wed 12/2/20 Thu 13/2/20

      1.2 Literature Review 13 days Mon 17/2/20 Wed 4/3/20

          1.2.1 Identification of similar application design 

standards and trends
2 days Mon 17/2/20 Tue 18/2/20

          1.2.2 Flow study on similar application 2 days Tue 18/2/20 Wed 19/2/20

          1.2.3 Study on different methodologies 3 days Thu 20/2/20 Mon 24/2/20

             1.3.1 Waterfall model 1 day Thu 20/2/20 Thu 20/2/20

             1.3.2 Prototyping model 1 day Fri 21/2/20 Fri 21/2/20

             1.3.3 Agile Software Development 1 day Sat 22/2/20 Sat 22/2/20

          1.2.4 Study on similarity measures 5 days Mon 24/2/20 Fri 28/2/20

             1.2.4.1 Euclidean Distance 1 day Mon 24/2/20 Mon 24/2/20

             1.2.4.2 Manhattan Distance 1 day Tue 25/2/20 Tue 25/2/20

          1.2.4.3 Minkowski Distance 1 day Wed 26/2/20 Wed 26/2/20

          1.2.4.4 Jaccard Coefficient 1 day Thu 27/2/20 Thu 27/2/20

          1.2.4.5 Cosine Similarity 1 day Fri 28/2/20 Fri 28/2/20

         1.2.5 Study on type of usability test 1 day Sat 29/2/20 Sat 29/2/20

             1.2.5.1 Lab Usability Testing 0.5 days Sat 29/2/20 Sat 29/2/20

             1.2.5.2 User Accepance Testing 0.5 days Sat 29/2/20 Sat 29/2/20

      1.3 Develop project plan 3 days Thu 5/3/20 Mon 9/3/20

      1.4 Define Development tools 2 days Tue 10/3/20 Wed 11/3/20

      1.5 Collect data for maid's database 3 days Sat 14/3/20 Tue 17/3/20

      1.6 Create UML Diagram 4 days Fri 13/3/20 Wed 18/3/20

          1.6.1 Use Case Diagram 2 days Fri 13/3/20 Mon 16/3/20

          1.6.2 Use Case Description 2 days Tue 17/3/20 Wed 18/3/20

   2.0 Iteration Process 45 days Tue 31/3/20 Mon 1/6/20

      2.1 First Iteration 7 days Tue 31/3/20 Wed 8/4/20

         2.1.1 Design Prototype for Maid Matching 

based on
3 days Tue 31/3/20 Thu 2/4/20

            2.1.1.1 Simple Matching 1 day Tue 31/3/20 Tue 31/3/20

            2.1.1.2 Euclidean Distance 1 day Wed 1/4/20 Wed 1/4/20

            2.1.1.3 Manhattan Distance 1 day Thu 2/4/20 Thu 2/4/20

         2.1.2 Survey for users 2 days Fri 3/4/20 Mon 6/4/20

         2.1.3 Review and update prototype for 

improvement
2 days Mon 6/4/20 Tue 7/4/20
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Figure 3.4 Milestones III 

   2.0 Iteration Process 45 days Tue 31/3/20 Mon 1/6/20

      2.1 First Iteration 7 days Tue 31/3/20 Wed 8/4/20

         2.1.1 Design Prototype for Maid Matching 

based on
3 days Tue 31/3/20 Thu 2/4/20

            2.1.1.1 Simple Matching 1 day Tue 31/3/20 Tue 31/3/20

            2.1.1.2 Euclidean Distance 1 day Wed 1/4/20 Wed 1/4/20

            2.1.1.3 Manhattan Distance 1 day Thu 2/4/20 Thu 2/4/20

         2.1.2 Survey for users 2 days Fri 3/4/20 Mon 6/4/20

         2.1.3 Review and update prototype for 

improvement
2 days Mon 6/4/20 Tue 7/4/20

      2.2 Second Iteration 10 days Sun 3/5/20 Thu 14/5/20

         2.2.1 Design Prototype for Maid Matching 

based on
3 days Mon 4/5/20 Wed 6/5/20

            2.2.1.1 Minkowski Distance 1 day Mon 4/5/20 Mon 4/5/20

            2.2.1.2 Jaccard Coefficient 1 day Tue 5/5/20 Tue 5/5/20

            2.2.1.3 Cosine Similarity 1 day Wed 6/5/20 Wed 6/5/20

         2.2.2 Design prototype for reminder feature 2 days Tue 5/5/20 Wed 6/5/20

         2.2.3 Design prototype for bookmark feature 2 days Thu 7/5/20 Fri 8/5/20

         2.2.4 Survey for users 2 days Sat 9/5/20 Mon 11/5/20

         2.2.5 Review and Update prototype for 

improvement
2 days Tue 12/5/20 Wed 13/5/20

      2.3 Third Iteration 10 days Thu 14/5/20 Wed 27/5/20

         2.3.1 Design prototype for 6 days Thu 14/5/20 Thu 21/5/20

            2.3.1.1 View Maids' list 2 days Fri 15/5/20 Mon 18/5/20

            2.3.1.2 Login/Register 2 days Mon 18/5/20 Tue 19/5/20

            2.3.1.3 HomePage design 2 days Wed 20/5/20 Thu 21/5/20

         2.3.2 Survey for users 2 days Tue 19/5/20 Wed 20/5/20

         2.3.3 Review and Update Prototype for 

Improvement
2 days Thu 21/5/20 Fri 22/5/20
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Figure 3.5 Milestones IV

   3.0 Development 25 days Mon 1/6/20 Fri 3/7/20

      3.1 Implement all mobile application interface 6 days Mon 1/6/20 Mon 8/6/20

      3.2 Link the fragment between the interface 5 days Thu 11/6/20 Wed 17/6/20

      3.3 Create database for application 2 days Thu 18/6/20 Fri 19/6/20

      3.4 Insert database 2 days Mon 22/6/20 Tue 23/6/20

      3.5 Create for register and login activity 

(authentication)
2 days Wed 24/6/20 Thu 25/6/20

      3.6 Beautify the interface of mobile application 3 days Fri 26/6/20 Tue 30/6/20

      3.7 Coparison o similarity measures for maid matching 2 days Tue 30/6/20 Wed 1/7/20

      3.8 Code Revision 3 days Wed 1/7/20 Fri 3/7/20

         3.8.1 Clean codes obligation 1.5 days Wed 1/7/20 Thu 2/7/20

         3.8.2 Object-oriented obligation 1.5 days Thu 2/7/20 Fri 3/7/20

   4.0 Testing 15 days Fri 26/6/20 Thu 16/7/20

      4.1 Unit Testing 4 days Sat 27/6/20 Wed 1/7/20

      4.2 Integration Testing 3 days Wed 1/7/20 Fri 3/7/20

      4.3 System Testing 3 days Fri 3/7/20 Tue 7/7/20

      4.4 User Acceptance Testing 2 days Thu 9/7/20 Fri 10/7/20

      4.5 Complete Testing and Debugging 3 days Sat 11/7/20 Tue 14/7/20

   5.0 Maintenance/Deployment Process 12 days Sun 2/8/20 Mon 17/8/20

      5.1 Application Installation 5 days Mon 3/8/20 Fri 7/8/20

      5.2 Documentation (report) 5 days Sat 8/8/20 Thu 13/8/20

      5.3 Presentation 2 days Fri 14/8/20 Mon 17/8/20
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3.1.1.2 Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 

 

Figure 3.6 Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) I
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Figure 3.7 Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) II 

 

 

3.1.1.3 Gantt Chart 

Gantt chart was attached at appendix.  
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3.1.2 Iteration Process 

Once the project initiation phase completed, the design phase for the project began. 

The iteration process includes several minor phases. There are four general stages, 

such as design, prototyping, customer evaluation, and review and update phases. In 

this project, the prototype was divided into three iterations which were first, second, 

and third iteration. 

3.1.2.1 First Iteration 

Firstly, a low fidelity prototype was produced to illustrate the interface of this 

application. Next, the features of the application were designed as simple as possible 

in the first prototype. For the first prototype, the developed prototype included a maid 

match based on a simple match and two similarity measures. The purpose of the first 

prototype was to let examiners understand the differences between the three methods. 

a) Design phase 

First, the user interface was designed by creating a simple prototype with the user 

interface only. Thus, an outline of the structure of the prototype and the maid matching 

feature based on three.  

b) Prototyping phase 

A prototype was produced by creating a mobile application by using the android studio 

with the react native framework. The prototype was designed based on the design in 

the previous phase. The designed prototype was only included the primary feature 

which is performed the maid matching based on some similarity measures.  

c) Customer Evaluation phase 

Supervisors and selected users were given a short survey to evaluate the prototype. 

They were required to review the prototypes and provide feedback for further 

refinement in the next phase.  

d) Review and Update phase 

For this phase, the feedback of the respondents had been reviewed and studied for 

improvement. If the feedback indicates problems with the prototype, or there are other 

suggestions for the prototype, the prototype was refined and enhanced to meet the 

requests of the clients. Next, the prototype was refined and continued with the second 

iteration. 
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3.1.2.2 Second Iteration 

Continuing from the first iteration, the maid matching features were developed by 

using another three similarity measures. Some additional features had been added to 

this iteration. The additional features enable users to set the reminder after some 

activities. Moreover, a bookmark feature was added to this iteration. This iteration 

divided into four stages. 

a) Design Phase 

After refining the first iteration process, the design of the interface was sketched and 

outlined for each feature. The UML diagrams were drawn to provide insight into how 

system activities work. 

b) Prototyping Phase 

In this phase, the interface design of the prototype from the previous design phase was 

used for the implementation. The additional features were added in this stage such as 

maid matching based on another three similarity measures, set reminder, and 

bookmark.  

c) Customer Evaluation Phase 

After implementing all features, the prototype was reviewed again by supervisors and 

selected users. The purpose is to get feedback from different perspectives. Another 

brief survey of them was to be conducted to analyze the limitations of the prototype. 

Then, the feedback was processed in the next phase.  

d) Review and Update Phase 

The feedback provided by the surveyors was reviewed and studied. A refinement 

process on the prototype was done before continuing with the third iteration.  
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3.1.2.3 Third Iteration 

In the third iteration, some of the general features such as login/logout, register and, 

homepage were developed. Next, a maids’ list was developed as a feature to let the 

end-users view all maids from the database. The interface design of this application 

was finalized in this process. This iteration was also split into 4 stages. 

a) Design phase 

In this phase, an additional feature was added into the prototype, which allows users 

to view the list of maids. Next, the layouts of the maids’ list, login, register, and 

homepage were sketched and continued with the next phase.  

b) Prototyping phase 

The interface design of the prototype in previous was continued to implement with the 

newly added feature, which is view maids’ list. In this iteration process, the prototype 

was designed like a final version of the product. After whole features were 

implemented, there were several tests on the maid matching feature based on similarity 

measures, and simple matching were be tested. A comparison of results was being 

produced. The best similarity measure was selected as the final method to implement 

in the application.  

c) Customer Evaluation phase 

Similar to the second iteration, the supervisor and the selected users were selected as 

evaluators of the prototype. A brief survey of evaluators was conducted to evaluate 

prototypes. 

d) Review and Update phase  

At this phase, the feedback was collected from the supervisors and the selected users. 

The improvement of the system was based on the feedback given until they are 

satisfied with the final product and moved to the development phase. 
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3.1.3 Development 

In this phase, the final prototype was ready to implement in an actual application. The 

final implementation of coding was done by reference to the last prototypes built in 

the previous iteration stage. The features available in the prototype can be reused and 

refined. The coding of the entire system will be checked for clean code and object-

oriented obligations. Once the final version is developed, the application was tested 

and deployed into production.  

3.1.4 Testing Phases 

In this phase, the final version of the application was undergoing a series of tests to 

ensure that the application can provide accurate output and accepted by the users. Each 

feature and component in the application had performed the unit, integration, and 

system test to ensure it functions correctly. When all features were assembled and 

tested correctly, user acceptance testing was performed to double-check whether the 

application met the end-user requirements. This application was tested by using a lab 

usability test. The application is ready for deployment when all the tests are approved.  

3.1.5 Maintenance/ Deployment Phases 

After the application was testing completed, a final report was prepared to illustrate all 

the workflow of this project. A final report was documentation that prepared for the 

process of implementing this mobile application. This report outlines how to develop 

mobile applications and the main objectives of mobile applications. Next, the 

presentation slide was prepared to present the functionality of the mobile application 

to the supervisors and moderator. The presentation slide included progress when 

developing this application.  
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3.2 Research Methodology 

3.2.1 Quantitative research 

Quantitative research is a method that emphasizes the objective measurement of a 

project. There are three types of analysis methods such as statistical, mathematical, or 

numerical analysis methods. The data can be collected via different data collection 

methods such as opinion polls, surveys, and questionnaires, or computing techniques 

can be used to process existing statistics data. Quantitative research aims to collect 

numerical information and summary or explain the specific needs in the population 

(Babbie, 2010).  

a) Questionnaires 

Frechtling (2002) claimed that when the information requires to be collected from a 

group of people, or when a clearly defined questions need to be answered, surveys are 

often chosen as the data collection method. Thus, the questionnaire has been chosen 

for this project for gathering requirements and collecting data.  

 The questionnaires for this project was created via Google form and have been 

distributed to 40 people to obtain their feedback. In this questionnaire, there are two 

unique questions which are open-ended questions and close-ended questions. The 

open-ended questions allow respondents to think aloud to express their answers in their 

personal words, while the closed-ended questions allow only fixed answers provided 

by researchers.  
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b) Literature Review 

The importance of a literature review is to review useful features in the project. In 

addition, it allows studying how to implement similar applications. Therefore, the 

robustness and feasibility of the application to be developed are improved.  

          During the literature review phase, five similar mobile applications had been 

evaluated, and their features were compared. Some important features had been 

extracted for inclusion in this project. For instances, Maid Assist, Agensi Pekerjaan 

Venture Provision (APVP), Agensi Pekerjaan Together Sdn. Bhd., Wilson Maid, and 

Helper Search. 

          Besides that, three system development methodologies were studied to 

determine the most appropriate methodologies for the project. For example, the 

waterfall model, agile software development, and prototyping model.  

 Moreover, the features of five similarity measures have been studied, which are 

Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance, Minkowski distance, Cosine Similarity, and 

Jaccard Coefficient. The strength and limitations of each measure have been evaluated. 

 Type of usability testing had been studied to determine which testing was 

suitable for this project, such as lab usability testing and user testing.   
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3.3 Development Tools 

Mobile application tools and resources are essential items to help developers with 

mobile application development workflow. There are numerous tools and resources 

available in the market, such as Android studio, react native and others.  

 

3.3.1 Firebase  

Khawas and Shah (2018) stated that Firebase can help build an application with high 

quality. The data stored in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format, which does not 

need queries for inserting, updating, deleting, or retrieving data. For this project, 

firebase had been used as a cloud function which allowed the mobile application to 

run mobile backend code without managing servers. Besides that, it was a verification 

method that can perform simple and secure authentication of users. Firebase had a 

notification feature that provides targeted user notifications for mobile applications, 

and these services are available for free. 

3.3.2 Android Studio 

For this project, Android Studio has been used because it is the official integrated 

development environment (IDE) for developing the Android platform. Android studio 

has provided a layout editor using eXtensile Markup Language which is easier to 

design the front end. And for the back end, android studio is using Java code to design 

and allow to use python by using Chaquopy. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

PROJECT INITIAL SPECIFICATION 

 

4.0 Introduction 

In this chapter, the use case diagram and use case description will be included. In 

addition, this chapter also discusses functional requirements, non-functional 

requirements, and the results of the questionnaires obtained. 
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4.1 Use Case Diagram 

The purpose of use case diagrams is used to collect internal and external influences 

system requirements. Generally, these requirements are defined as design 

requirements. Thus, when the application is analyzed to gather its capabilities, the use 

cases will be ready, and the actors will be identified (Waykar, 2015). Use case 

diagrams represent user interactions with applications to show the relationship 

between users and different use cases. 

 

Figure 4.1 Use Case Diagram  
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4.2 Use Case Description 

In this section, a description of each use case will be completed. The description 

described each use case to better understand the goals, processes, and constraints for 

each use case. A use case description is a list that describes each use case in detail to 

understand the flow of the application of how users will perform tasks. 

4.2.1  Sign in 

Table 12 Use case for sign-in 

Use Case ID 1 

Use Case Name Sign in 

Actor Maid Seeker 

Description The maid seeker logs into an account. 

Pre-Condition The maid seeker should have an account for this application. 

Relationship 

Association: 

Include: 

Extend: 

Generalization: 

 

Maid Seeker 

- 

Register 

- 

Flow of Events: 

1) The maid seeker enters username and password. 

2) The system will validate the username and password. 

3) If username and password do not match, the maid seeker retypes or Proceed 

to E1: Validate Account 

4) The system displays a message indicating the login is successful. 

Alternative flow of events: 

E1: Validate Account  

3.1 Register 

      3.1.1 If the account doesn’t exist in the database 

      3.1.2 The maid seeker enters information into the system to create a new account 

      3.1.3 The system registers the account and save it into the database.  
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4.2.2  Maid Matching 

Table 13 Use case for maid matching 

Use Case ID 2 

Use Case Name Maid Matching 

Actor Maid Seeker 

Description The maid seeker who wants to search maid based on setting 

preference. 

Pre-Condition The maid seeker should have an account for this application. 

Relationship 

Association: 

Include: 

Extend: 

Generalization: 

 

Maid Seeker 

- 

Set Reminder 

- 

Flow of Events: 

1) The maid seeker login to their account. 

2) The maid seeker selects to perform maid matching. 

3) The maid seeker set preferences to search for a maid. 

4) The system performs matching and provide the result. 

5) The maid seeker can view the information of the maids. 

6) Once confirm, the system displays a message indicating the searching is 

successful. The maid seeker will be asked to set a reminder. 

7) If maid seeker agrees to Proceed to E7: Set Reminder. 

8) The system returns to the homepage. 

Alternative flow of events: 

E7: Set Reminder 

7.1 Set Reminder 

      7.1.1 The maid seeker enters the date, time, and description. 

      7.1.2 The maid seeker confirms and saves. 

      7.1.3 Use case terminates.  
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4.2.3 View Maids’ list 

Table 14 Use case for view maids’ list 

Use Case ID 3 

Use Case Name View Maids’ List 

Actor Maid Seeker 

Description The maid seeker who wants to view the list of maids. 

Pre-Condition The maid seeker should have an account for this application. 

Relationship 

Association: 

Include: 

Extend: 

Generalization: 

 

Maid Seeker 

- 

Add to bookmark list 

- 

Flow of Events: 

1) The maid seeker logins to their account. 

2) The maid seeker selects to view the maids’ list. 

3) The maid seeker can scroll down to view the information of maids. 

4) If maid seeker wants to save favourite maids in the bookmark. Proceed to 

E5. 

5) The maid seeker continues to view the list. 

6) After viewing, the system returns to the homepage. 

Alternative flow of events: 

E5: Add to bookmark list 

5.1 Add to bookmark list 

      5.1.1 The maid seeker chooses the maid to favourite. 

      5.1.2 The system displays a message indicating the maid has been added 

successfully. 

      5.1.3 The system returns to view list page. 
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4.2.4 View Bookmark List 

Table 15 Use case for view Bookmark list 

Use Case ID 4 

Use Case Name View Bookmark list 

Actor Maid Seeker 

Description The maid seeker who wants to view the bookmark list. 

Pre-Condition The maid seeker should have an account for this application. 

Relationship 

Association: 

Include: 

Extend: 

Generalization: 

 

Maid Seeker 

- 

- 

- 

Flow of Events: 

1) The maid seeker logins to their account. 

2) The maid seeker selects to view the bookmark list. 

3) The maid seeker can scroll down to view the list. 

4) The maid seeker can edit the bookmark list. 

5) The maid seeker continues to view the list. 

6) After viewing, the system returns to the homepage. 

Alternative flow of events:  
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4.3 Functional and Non-Functional Requirement 

4.3.1 Functional Requirement 

1) The mobile application shall allow the maid seeker to perform maid 

matching based on their preferences such as age, gender, marital status, 

nationality, spoken language, education, and working experience. 

2) The mobile application shall allow the maid seeker to set reminders after 

performing matching. 

3) The mobile application shall allow the maid seeker to view the list of maids. 

4) The mobile application shall allow the maid seeker to add a favourite maid 

into the bookmark list when viewing the list of maids. 

5) The mobile application shall allow the maid seeker to view the bookmark 

list. 

6) The mobile application shall allow the maid seeker to edit the bookmark 

list. 

4.3.2 Non-Functional Requirement  

1) The mobile application shall design with a user friendly interface which is 

easy to use 

2) The mobile application shall compatible with Android platforms. 

3) The access to the mobile application is allowed in the presence of network 

connection. 

4) The mobile application shall operate on Android platforms. 

5) Re-installation of the mobile application shall not affect the data of the user 

in the database.  
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4.4 Fact Finding 

In this project, the questionnaires had sent out to 40 people. The objective of this 

questionnaire is to collect the user requirements for this application. The questions of 

the questionnaire were attached in the appendix. A summary and analysis of the 

feedback collected from the respondents are as follows: 

1) Age 

 

Figure 4.2 Age 

 

From Figure 4.2, 37.5% of the respondents are less than 30 years old, 25.0% of the 

respondents are between 41 and 50, 22.5% of the respondent are between 41 and 50, 

and also 15% of the respondents are more than 50 years old.   

2) Gender 

 

Figure 4.3 Gender 

 

20 male respondents, and 20 female respondents  responded to the questionnaires.  
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3) Have you ever use the online maid hiring application before? (No matter 

online or mobile application) 

 

Figure 4.4 Experience of respondents 

 

From Figure 4.4, 10% of the respondents (four respondents) stated that they have used 

the maid hiring application before while the remaining respondents have not used 

related applications before. 

 

4) If you have a chance to use it, will you use web application or mobile 

application? 

 

Figure 4.5 Web or Mobile Application 

 

From Figure 4.5, 82.5% of the respondents (33 respondents) are more prefer to use the 

mobile application and 17.5% of the respondents (seven respondents)  preferred using 

the web application.  
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5) If your answer is “Mobile Application”, what is the factor you choose it as 

a platform to search for a maid? 

 

Figure 4.6 Factor of using mobile applications 

 

From Figure 4.6, most of the respondents think that mobile application is more 

convenient because everyone has a mobile phone with them. Next, 22.5% of the 

respondents (nine respondents) feel that mobile application is more user friendly as 

compared to the web application. 5% of the respondents feel that mobile applications 

are safer, and 12.5% of the respondents said it can save their time when using. 10% of 

the respondents (three respondents) are not giving any comment. 
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6) Which feature do you most want to apply to the application?  

 

Figure 4.7 Features of the application 

 

From Figure 4.7, 92.5% of the respondents think that the feature should apply in the 

application are allowing the user to set more preferences when performing maid 

matching. Next, 29 respondents voted for viewing the maids list without performing 

any action, whereas 52.5 % of the respondents said that bookmark list feature should 

be applied in the application. There are only five respondents think that guideline 

should be provided. Nobody chooses to apply translation tool for the application.  

 

7) Which characteristics do you want to set your preference to search a maid? 

 

Figure 4.8 Characteristics of maid to set as preference 
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From Figure 4.8, 80% of the respondent (32 respondents) more prefer to use the 

working experience to search for a maid. The second most characteristics that are 

chosen by 75% of respondents is the language spoken.  55% of the respondents and 

52.5% of the respondents are choosing a maid’s previous workplace and nationality, 

respectively. 16 respondents stated that they will also focus on the education level of 

a maid when searching for a maid. Marital status has been chosen by 13 respondents 

which are 32.5% from 40 respondents. There are only four respondents who want to 

use religion as a preference, whereas there are only three respondents will search a 

maid based on their height and weight.  

8) Is there anything else that you would like to apply on the application?  

 

Figure 4.9 Suggestion 

 

From Figure 4.9, most respondents did not provide any suggestions. Some respondents 

have misunderstood the question because they made suggestions that are not about the 

functionality of the application, such as the application's smooth application, clean 

design, user-friendly application, and beautiful layout. Only two respondents said the 

application should allow users to chat with maids. Next, one respondent said that the 

app should have an additional feature that allows hired maids to review maids. 
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4.3.2.1 Summary 

Based on the results of the analysis, most respondents stated that the maid hiring app 

should allow users to set more preferences during the maid matching process. In 

addition to this, 29 respondents voted for the View Maid List feature, which they 

believe should be implemented in this application. Next, the bookmark function should 

also be applied to the application so that users can save their favourite maids and allow 

them to view the information of the maids again without searching from many maids. 

Twenty-one respondents support the use of reminders in the app, as it helps them 

remind things like the arrival date of a maid. 

 Of these nine characteristics, the top five characteristics that respondents chose 

to search for maids were work experience, language spoken, previous workplace, 

nationality, and education level. This may be because they can learn about work 

abilities and learn more about the maid's lifestyle. Besides, appearance, such as the age, 

height and weight of the maid was not important for respondents to find maids.
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CHAPTER 5 

 

System Design 

 

5.0 Introduction 

In this chapter, the design of system architecture, the design of the database, the design 

of system models and the structure of the user interface for the application will be 

shown. 

5.1 System Design Models 

In this section, the system architecture diagram, the Data Flow Diagram (DFD), and 

the activity diagram will be shown to show the connection between the application and 

the end users. 

5.1.1 System Architecture Diagram 

 

 

Figure 0.1 Diagram of System Architecture  

 

In this project, the client-server architecture is utilized as the architectural pattern, 

which appropriates the system into two applications. The Android device as a client 

requests the server to send or acquired the necessary information. The server is a 

database, used to receive data or send the required data to the client. 

 To begin with, the android application has been created and the firebase is 

incorporated into the application. The application empowers continuous information 

procurement and composing by associating through the Firebase database server and 

cloud storage. Since the entire system shares a database, every information and activity 

performed from the application program can be finished by sending a solicitation to 
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the server. To sync the firebase with the application, there are some steps that must be 

followed: 

 Step 1: Add the code to the gradle file of the project. 

 

Figure 0.2 Code for gradle file (Project) 

 

 Step 2: Add the code to the gradle file of the android application. 

 

Figure 0.3 Code for gradle file (Android)  

 

 Step 3: Change the rules for the real-time-database in the firebase to ensure the 

database is readable and editable. 

 

Figure 0.4 Rules for real-time database 
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5.1.2 Context Diagram 

 

Figure 0.5 Context Diagram 
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5.1.3 Data Flow Diagram (Level 1) 

 

Figure 0.6 DFD (Level 1) 
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5.1.4 Activity Diagram 

5.1.4.1 Login Activity 

 

Figure 0.7 Activity Diagram for Login Activity 

 

5.1.4.2 Register Activity 

 

Figure 0.8 Activity Diagram for Register Activity 
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5.1.4.3 View Maid Activity (Search) 

 

Figure 0.9 Activity Diagram for View Maid Activity (Search) 
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5.1.4.4 View Bookmark List Activity 

 

Figure 0.10 Activity Diagram for View Bookmark List Activity 
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5.1.4.5 Reminder Activity 

 

Figure 0.11 Activity Diagram for Reminder Activity 
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5.1.4.6 Edit Profile Activity  

 

Figure 0.12 Activity Diagram for Edit Profile Activity 
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5.2 Database Design 

5.2.1 Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) 

 

 

Figure 0.13 ERD Diagram 
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5.2.2 Description of Entity Relationship Diagram 

Table 16 Description for ERD 

Table Name Description 

User The end user personal information and 

activities. 

maidData Contains the maid profile information 

Reminder The end user’s reminder item 

Bookmark The end user’s bookmark item 

maidSearch Contains the searching maid 

information. 

 

 

5.2.3 Data Dictionary 

*For null: N= not null, Y= can be null. 

5.2.3.1 User 

Table 17 Data Dictionary for User 

Attribute Description Data Type PK/FK Null 

userId Unique identification for 

registered user. 

Varchar PK N 

username Username of the registered user. Varchar PK N 

userPassword Password for the registered user 

to access account. 

Varchar - N 

userGender Gender of the registered user. Varchar - N 

 

5.3.3.2 Reminder 

Table 18 Data Dictionary for Reminder 

Attribute Description Data Type PK/FK Null 

rId Unique identification for 

reminder item. 

Varchar PK N 

username Unique identification for user who 

save the reminder. 

Varchar FK N 
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date Reminder date set by registered 

user. 

Varchar  N 

message Reminder message set by 

registered user. 

Varchar - N 

 

5.3.3.3 maidData 

Table 19 Data Dictionary for maidData 

Attribute Description Data Type PK/FK Null 

id Unique identification for maid 

profile. 

Varchar PK N 

Name  Name of the maid. Varchar PK N 

Age Age of the maid. Int - N 

Cooking Cooking experience of the maid. Varchar - N 

DateOfBirth Birth day of the maid. Varchar - N 

Education Education level of the maid. Varchar - N 

Gender Gender of the maid. Varchar - N 

Height Height of the maid. Int - N 

LanguageSpoke

n 

Language spoken of the maid. Varchar - N 

Marital Status Marital status of the maid. Varchar - N 

CareTaking Care taking experience of the 

maid. 

Varchar - N 

Nationality Nationality of the maid. Varchar - N 

PreviousWorkpl

ace 

Previous workplace of the maid. Varchar - N 

Religion Religion of the maid. Varchar - N 

TypeOfMaid Type (low, medium, expert) of 

the maid. 

Varchar - N 

Weight Weight of the maid. Int - N 

YearOfExperie

nce 

Working experience (year) of 

the maid. 

Varchar - N 

image Image URL of the maid. Varchar - N 
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5.3.3.4 Bookmark 

Table 20 Data Dictionary for Bookmark 

Attribute Description Data Type PK/FK Null 

id Unique identification for favorite 

maids. 

Varchar PK N 

username Unique identification for user who 

save the bookmark. 

Varchar FK N 

maid_id Unique identification for maid 

profile. 

Varchar FK N 

 

5.3.3.5 maidSearch 

Table 21 Data Dictionary for maidSearch 

Attribute Description Data Type PK/FK Null 

id Unique identification for 

searching maid. 

Varchar PK N 

Name Name of the profile. Varchar FK N 
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5.3 User Interface Design 

In this application, there is only one type of end user, which are the maid seekers who 

need to look for a maid. The maid seekers are allowed to perform searching, set 

reminder, view bookmark list and edit personal information. 

5.3.1 Navigation Model for the User Interface 

This model will show the navigation flow of the overall application for maid seekers. 

First, the root page of the application is to let the maid seekers register as an existing 

user or login to the application. After login into the application, the registered users 

will explore to homepage screen, and they can access to the function they wished. 

Following will show the navigation model of the application: 

Main 

Page 

Register 

Page 

Login 

Page 

Home 

Page 

Search 

Page 

Remind

er Page 

Bookma

rk Page 

Show 

Page 

Profile 

Page 

Set 

Reminder 

Edit 

Profile 

Figure 0.14 Navigation model 
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5.3.2 Prototype and User Interface Design  

In this section, the prototype of the application will be displayed. 

5.3.2.1 Main Page 

The figure below shows the prototype of the main page that navigates the user to login 

or register an account. 

 

Figure 0.15 Main Page (Prototype) 

 

5.3.2.2 Login and Register Page 

The first picture shows the prototype of the login page and the second picture shows 

the prototype of the register page. For the login page, the users need to enter username 

and password while the register page required the user to enter their account to register. 

 

Figure 0.16 Login Page (Prototype) 
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Figure 0.17 Register Page (Prototype) 

 

5.3.2.3 View and Search Maid Page 

Figure 5.18 shows the prototype of the searching function which allowed the users to 

set the preferences to find maids. After all the preferences are set, the users can view 

their preferences and choose which algorithm they wish to get the result (Figure 5.19). 

Figure 5.20 shows the prototype of view page. 

 

Figure 0.18.1 Set Preference Page (Prototype) 
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Figure 0.18.2 Set Preference Page (Prototype) 

 

 

Figure 0.18.3 Set Preference Page (Prototype) 

 

 

Figure 5.18.4 Set Preference Page (Prototype) 
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Figure 0.18.5 Set Preference Page (Prototype) 

 

 

Figure 0.18.6 Set Preference Page (Prototype) 

 

 

Figure 0.19.1 Select Algorithm Page (Prototype) 
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Figure 0.19.2 Select Algorithm Page (Prototype) 

 

 

Figure 0.20 View Page (Prototype) 
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5.3.2.4 View Bookmark List Page 

The picture shows the prototype of the bookmark list. When the users click on one of 

the profiles, the second will be shown, which contains the maid’s information. 

 

Figure 0.21 View Bookmark List Page (Prototype) 
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Figure 0.22 View Detail Information of maid (Prototype) 
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5.3.2.5 Reminder Page 

The first picture shows the prototype of the reminder page. When the users click the 

floating action, which means to add a reminder, the second picture will be shown and 

let the users enter the reminder date and message. 

 

Figure 0.23 Reminder Page (Prototype) 

 

 

Figure 0.24 Add Reminder Page (Prototype) 
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5.3.2.6 Profile Page 

The first picture shows the prototype of the profile page, which contains the personal 

information of the current user. When the users wish to edit personal information, the 

update button is clicking, and the second picture will be shown. If the users click the 

logout button, then an alert window will be pop up which is the third picture to ensure 

whether the users are confirming to log out. 

 

Figure 0.25 Profile Page (Prototype) 

 

 

Figure 0.26 Edit Profile Page (Prototype) 
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Figure 0.27 Confirm Edit Profile (Prototype) 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

System Implementation 

 

6.0 Introduction 

The system implementation of the application will be discussed in this chapter. In this 

Intelligent Mobile Maid Matching using Similarity Search, the users need to register 

before they can access the module designed by the application. 

 

6.1 Project Activity Explained 

In this section, the activities of the application will be described.  

 

6.1.1 Main Activity 

The figure below shows the Main Activity of the application. At the point when the 

users press the “Login” button then it will navigate to login activity (subsection 6.2.2) 

while when the users press the “Register” button, the application will navigate to 

register activity (subsection 6.2.3). 

 

Figure 0.1 Main Activity 
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6.1.2 Login Activity 

This feature will verify whether the user is a registered user who is allowed to utilize 

the search service application. This process will authenticate through the Firebase 

database. Figure 6.3 shows the approach to get the user database from the firebase. 

 

 

Figure 0.2 Code snippet to get user database 

 

 

Figure 0.3 Login Activity 

 

 The users should fill in the username and password on the login page. After the 

users enter the information and press the "Login" button, the application will pass the 

information to the database and verify that the information is registered. On the off 

chance that the username and password are invalid, the error message "Wrong 
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username and password" will be shown (Figure6.4). In the event that the users do not 

enter any information in the username or password column, the error message "Please 

fill in this field" will be displayed in each unfilled column (Figure 6.5). When the users 

enter a legitimate registered information, the users will be navigated to the home page 

(section 6.2.4). 

 

Figure 0.4 Username and password are invalid 
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Figure 0.5 Unfilled column 
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Figure 6.6 shows how the system verifies the information entered by the users. 

 

Figure 0.6 Code snippet that verifies user's input 

 

6.1.3 Register Activity 

This function allows the users to register an account to use the application. The 

information of the account created will send to the database. Figure 6.7 shows the 

register page of the application.  

 

Figure 0.7 Register Activity 
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 The users will be requested to fill up some information such as a username 

(email address), password, confirm password and gender. At the point when the users 

fill in an existing username, an error message will be prompt stated that “Username 

Taken” (Figure 6.8). If the users do not enter any information in the column, the error 

message "Please fill in this field" will be displayed in each unfilled column (Figure 

6.9). If the entered password and entered confirms password do not match, an error 

message with “Password not match” will be shown (Figure6.10). When the entered 

password is less than eight words, the users will be prompt with a message stated that 

“Password should at least eight words” (Figure 6.11). When there is no error, the 

application will create a new account and the users’ information will be sent to the 

database. At that point, the users will be navigated to login activity (Figure 6.12). 

 

Figure 0.8 Enter existing username 
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Figure 0.9 Unfilled Column 

 

 

Figure 0.10 Username and Password not match 
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Figure 0.11 Password less than 8 words 

 

 

Figure 0.12 Navigate to Login Activity 
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Figure 0.13 Code snippet for checking information entered by the users is valid 

     

6.1.4 Home Page Activity 

This is the homepage of the application. The users have four choices to select the 

function of the application. First, the users are allowing to search maid (section 6.2.5), 

view bookmark list (section 6.2.6), set reminder (section 6.2.7), and view profile 

(section 6.2.8). 
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Figure 0.14 Homepage Activity 
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6.1.5 View Maid Activity 

This feature allows the users to view the list of maids with some information which is 

image, name, age, and nationality (Figure 6.15). Besides that, the users allow searching 

maids through setting the preferences (section 6.2.5.1). Moreover, the users can view 

the detail information of a maid by clicking on the card view of the maid (section 

6.2.5.2). At the point when the users are in the show activity, the users can bookmark 

the maid if they preferred on he/she (section 6.2.5.3). 

 

Figure 0.15 View maid activity 

 

6.1.5.1 Search Activity 

To perform this searching function, the users are allowing to set the preferences such 

as age, gender, height, weight, marital status, nationality, religion, education, language 

spoken, type of maid, cooking experience, caretaking experience and previous 

workplace (Figure 6.16). After the users selecting their preferences, the application 

will navigate view page with the search output (Figure 6.17). If the users press on the 

“Reset” button, all the dropdown selection will set to the original value, which implies 

no preferences on it. 
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Figure 0.16 Set Preferences Activity 

 

 

Figure 0.17 Search Result 
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6.1.5.2 Show Activity 

When the users press on the card view of a maid, the application will navigate users to 

the show activity. This activity will show the detail information of the maid (Figure 

6.18). There are three buttons adjacent to the image of the maid which are bookmark 

icon (section 6.2.5.3), send reservation icon, and view preference icon. Figure 6.19 

shows when the users press on the reservation icon which will show a message that 

stated “Successful send reservation” while figure 6.20 shows the preferences that set 

by the users. 

 

Figure 0.18 Show Maid Information 
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Figure 0.19 Send Reservation 

 

 

Figure 0.20 View user preferences 
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6.1.5.3 Bookmark 

This feature provides users with the ability to save the maid as a favourite. On the maid 

showing page, the users can add the maid as a favourite by pressing the "favourite" 

icon at the top right of the page. 

 When the users want to consider the maid from the page, they can click the 

icon to save the maid or remove it from the bookmark list. At that point, after the user 

completes the action, the application will update the list of favourites in the database. 

A message with “Successful Added” will be displayed, and the icon will change to the 

colour-filled icon. When clicking the icon again, the application will remove this maid 

from the database. 

 

Figure 0.21 Add Bookmark 
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6.1.6 View Bookmark Activity 

This feature allows users to view and delete their favourite maids. The view bookmark 

activity allows users to save time without having to consistently to look through the 

view activity to find the preferred maid in their selection list. The application will 

display the list of maids by retrieving from the database. Figure 6.22 shows the 

bookmark page of the application.  

 

Figure 0.22 View Bookmark List 

 

 At the point when the users want to delete the maid from the bookmark list, the 

users click the "Favourites" icon and a message with "Successfully deleted" will be 

displayed. Then, the page remains in the view maid information activity with a black 

border "favourite" icon (Figure 6.24). When the users click the back button, the 

application will take the user back to the view bookmark page they are viewing. 

 

Figure 0.23 Code snippet for removing a bookmark 
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Figure 0.24 Remove Bookmark 
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6.1.7 Reminder Activity 

This function allows the users who want to utilize the 

application to set a reminder. The reminders that have 

been created by the users will retrieve from the database. 

Figure 6.25 shows the reminder page of the application.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.1.7.1 Remove Reminder Activity 

 The users allow removing reminder by pressing 

the “x” button. When the “x” button is pressed, the 

application will straightforwardly remove the reminder 

from the user list without any alert.  

 

  

  

Figure 0.25 Reminder Page 

Figure 0.26 Remove Reminder 
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6.1.7.2 Set Reminder Activity 

 The users allow setting reminders by pressing the “+” floating button. When 

the button is pressed, the users are brief to select the date and time and enter the title 

of this remember. After the users pressing on “Add” button, the application will save 

the information to the database and redirect to the reminder page. 

 

Figure 0.27 Add Reminder 
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6.1.8 Profile Activity 

The application will have a settings section for users to view, edit their profile and 

change their password. In the next section, how users edit their personal data will be 

discussed. The users are only allowed to logout through this page. 

 

Figure 0.28 Profile Activity 

 

6.2.8.1 Edit Personal Information Activity 

 To modify the personal information, the users are required to click the 

"Update" button, and the application will pop up a window to edit the user name and 

password (Figure 6.29). If the users press the "Cancel" button, the application will 

return to the original page. On the off chance that the users left blank to the username 

or password column, the users will be prompted with an error message which is 

“Invalid Input” (Figure 6.30). The users are required to fill in the username and 

password columns. After the user clicks the "Done" button, the pop-up window is 

dismissed. Then, the profile page will refresh and show the modified personal 

information (Figure 6.31).  
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Figure 0.29 Edit personal information 

 

  

Figure 0.30 Invalid username and password 
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Figure 0.31 Enter valid information 
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6.2.8.2 Logout Activity 

 Lastly, when the users click on the “Logout” button, the users will be asked to 

affirm their activity (Figure 6.33). If the users press on “No” button, it will back to the 

profile page, else the application will redirect the users to the main activity. 

 

Figure 0.32 Code snippet for logout activity 

 

 

Figure 0.33 Alert Confirm Logout 
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Figure 0.34 Back to main activity 
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CHAPTER 7 

 

System Testing 

 

7.0 Introduction 

In this chapter, to ensure that the mobile application meets the scope of all 

requirements, this application will perform five different types of tests, such as unit 

testing, integration testing, system testing, user acceptance testing (UAT) and usability 

testing. The aim of testing is to seek out as several errors as doable to enhance product 

quality and fix the errors found. During this project, the testing method is performed 

by developers and the end users. 

 

7.1 Testing Objective 

There are several objectives that must be achieved after the completion of the testing 

phase, such as: 

 Ensure that users can log in with registered information. 

 Ensure that users can search for ideal maid using set preferences. 

 Ensure that users can add maids as favourites or remove maids from favourites. 

 Ensure that users can view their favourite maids. 

 Ensure that users can set and delete reminders. 

 Ensure that users can edit their personal information. 
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7.2 Testing Type 

Table 22 Type of testing 

Unit Testing During the development phase, unit testing will be performed to 

ensure that defects are found and resolved. Unit tests are performed 

by testing individual program units or methods to ensure that they 

operate as expected. 

Integration 

Testing 

Pearson (2015) pointed out that integration testing is to logically 

combine all modules and perform overall testing to test whether 

there are any errors between functions. This test aims to expose 

defects in interfaces and data communication between the 

integrated components. 

System 

Testing 

The system test is completed after the integration test is completed. 

System testing is used to verify complete and fully integrated 

software products, and to evaluate whether the system meets all 

specified requirements by testing the entire application (Guru99, 

2019).  

User 

Acceptance 

Testing 

User acceptance testing (UAT) will allow users to verify that the 

application is satisfactory. UAT is also known as Beta testing, 

which is used to test the use of the software by the target audience, 

and to record and correct any defects found. It allows users to 

interact with the software and determine whether everything is 

working as expected (Setter, 2015).  

Usability 

Testing 

Usability testing refers to the evaluation of products or services by 

testing with representative users to determine participants' 

satisfaction with the product. Participants are requested to complete 

typical tasks while researchers are observing them. The goal is to 

identify any usability issues that are experiencing problems and are 

confused. If more people encounter similar problems, suggestions 

will be made to overcome these usability problems (Usability.gov, 

2020).  
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7.3 Test Cases and Results 

7.3.1 Unit Testing 

In the unit testing, the system is assigned to different units and tested to ensure that 

each unit can function normally. At this stage, 17 unit test cases were tested. 

Table 23 Login Authentication (Unit Testing) 

Test Case ID 001 Test Case Name Login 

authentication 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Pre-Conditions 

User should have a registered username and password to login the application. 

Test Case 

description 

Procedure Expected results Actual result Status 

Enter the both 

registered 

email address 

and password 

1. Enter valid 

username. 

Login successful 

and redirect to the 

homepage. 

Login successful 

and redirect to 

the homepage. 

Pass 

2. Enter valid 

password. 

3. Click “Login” 

button. 

Enter the both 

unregistered 

email address 

and password 

1. Enter invalid 

username. 

Login failed and 

remain at login 

page. 

Error message with 

“Wrong Username 

and Password” will 

be displayed. 

Login failed and 

error message is 

showed. 

Pass 

2. Enter invalid 

password. 

3. Click “Login” 

button. 

Enter the 

unregistered 

email address 

and registered 

password 

4. Enter invalid 

username. 

Login failed and 

remain at login 

page. 

Error message with 

“Wrong Username 

and Password” will 

be displayed. 

Login failed and 

error message is 

showed. 

Pass 

5. Enter valid 

password. 

6. Click “Login” 

button. 
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Enter the 

registered 

email address 

and 

unregistered 

password 

7. Enter valid 

username. 

Login failed and 

remain at login 

page. 

Error message with 

“Wrong Username 

and Password” will 

be displayed. 

Login failed and 

error message is 

showed. 

Pass 

8. Enter invalid 

password. 

9. Click “Login” 

button. 

Username or 

password 

column is 

empty. 

1. Do not enter 

any value in 

username 

column or 

password 

column or 

both. 

Login failed and 

warning message 

with “Please fill in 

this field” on each 

unfilled column. 

Login failed and 

error message is 

showed. 

Pass 

2. Click “Login” 

button. 

 

Table 24 Register Activity (Unit Testing) 

Test Case ID 002 Test Case Name Register Activity 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Pre-Conditions 

 No conditions. 

Test Case 

description 

Procedure Expected 

results 

Actual result Status 

Enter 

unregistered 

username, 

password and 

password 

confirmation 

match. 

1. Enter an 

unregistered 

username 

Register 

Successful 

and navigate 

to login 

page. 

Register Successful 

and navigate to 

login page. 

Pass 

2. Enter password. 

3. Enter password 

confirmation. 

4. Select gender 
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5. Click “Register” 

button. 

Enter 

registered 

username 

1. Enter registered 

username 

Failed to 

register. An 

error 

message 

with 

“Username 

Taken” is 

displayed. 

Register failed and 

error message is 

showed. 

Pass 

2. Enter password. 

3. Enter password 

confirmation. 

4. Select gender 

5. Click “Register” 

button. 

Username, 

password or 

confirm 

password 

column is 

empty. 

1. Do not enter any 

value in 

username 

column, 

password, 

confirm 

password 

column or all of 

the column. 

Register 

failed and 

warning 

message 

with “Please 

fill in this 

field” on 

each unfilled 

column. 

Register failed and 

error message is 

showed. 

Pass 

2. Click “Register” 

button. 

Enter different 

password in 

password and 

confirm 

password 

column. 

1. Enter an 

unregistered 

username 

Register 

failed and 

error 

message 

with 

“Password 

not match” is 

displayed. 

Register failed and 

error message is 

showed. 

Pass 

2. Enter password. 

3. Enter different 

value for 

password 

confirmation. 

4. Select gender 

5. Click “Register” 

button. 
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Enter 

password that 

not more than 

eight words. 

1. Enter an 

unregistered 

username 

Register 

failed and 

error 

message 

with 

“Password 

not more 

than 8 

words” is 

displayed 

Register failed and 

error message is 

showed. 

Pass 

2. Enter password 

not more than 8 

words. 

3. Enter different 

value for 

password 

confirmation. 

4. Select gender 

5. Click “Register” 

button. 

 

Table 25 Homepage Activity (Unit Testing) 

Test Case ID 003 Test Case 

Name 

Homepage 

activity 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution 

Date 

22-7-2020 

Pre-Conditions 

User needs to log in to use the application. 

Test Case 

description 

Procedure Expected 

results 

Actual result Status 

Navigate to 

Search Maid 

Page. 

1. Click “Search” 

Icon 

Redirect to 

search maid 

page. 

Redirect to 

search maid page. 

Pass 

Navigate to 

Favourite 

Page. 

2. Click 

“Favourite 

List” Icon 

Redirect to 

favourite page. 

Redirect to 

favourite page. 

Pass 
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Navigate to 

Reminder 

Page. 

3. Click 

“Reminder” 

Icon 

Redirect to 

reminder page. 

Redirect to 

reminder page. 

Pass 

Navigate to 

ProfilePage. 

4. Click “Profile” 

Icon 

Redirect to 

profile page. 

Redirect to 

profile page. 

Pass 

 

Table 26 View Maid (Unit Testing) 

Test Case ID 004 Test Case 

Name 

View Maid.  

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Pre-Conditions 

User needs to log in to use the application. 

Test Case 

description 

Procedure Expected 

results 

Actual result Status 

Retrieve maid 

list from 

database and 

display. 

1. When click on 

“Search” maid 

button on the 

homepage. 

Maid list will 

be displayed. 

Maid list is 

displayed. 

Pass 
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Table 27 Search Maid (Unit Testing) 

Test Case ID 005 Test Case Name Search Maid.  

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Pre-Conditions 

User needs to log in to use the application. 

Test Case 

description 

Procedure Expected 

results 

Actual result Status 

Search maid 

by setting 

preferences. 

1. Click on “Set 

preferences” icon. 

Search result 

will be 

displayed at the 

view maid list 

page. 

Search result is 

displayed at the 

view maid list 

page. 

Pass 

2. Select preferred 

characteristics. 

3. Click “Done” 

button. 

 

 

Table 28 View Maid Information (Unit Testing) 

Test Case ID 006 Test Case 

Name 

View maid 

information.  

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Pre-Conditions 

User needs to log in to use the application. 

Test Case 

description 

Procedure Expected 

results 

Actual result Status 

View maid 

information. 

1. Click on the 

card view of the 

maid. 

Redirect to 

view detail 

information of 

maid in show 

page. 

Redirect to view 

detail 

information of 

maid in show 

page. 

Pass 
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Table 29 Send Reservation for maid (Unit Testing) 

Test Case ID 007 Test Case 

Name 

Send Reservation for 

maid. 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Pre-Conditions 

User needs to log in to use the application. 

Test Case 

description 

Procedure Expected 

results 

Actual result Status 

Send 

reservation 

1. Click “Send” 

icon beside the 

image. 

A message with 

“Successful 

sent 

reservation” 

will be 

displayed. 

Message is 

displayed. 

Pass 

 

Table 30 View Preferences (Unit Testing) 

Test Case ID 008 Test Case 

Name 

View preferences. 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Pre-Conditions 

User needs to log in to use the application. 

Test Case 

description 

Procedure Expected 

results 

Actual result Status 

View 

preference 

1. Click “View” 

icon beside the 

image. 

A pop up 

window with 

the user’s 

preferences will 

be showed. 

A pop up 

window with the 

user’s 

preferences is 

showed. 

Pass 
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Table 31 Add favourite maid (Unit Testing) 

Test Case ID 009 Test Case Name Add favourite maid 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Pre-Conditions 

User needs to log in to use the application. 

Test Case 

description 

Procedure Expected results Actual result Status 

Add maids to 

favourite list. 

1. Click black 

border 

“Favourite” 

icon beside 

the image of 

maid on the 

show page. 

The icon will 

change to red-

color filled 

favourite icon and 

a message with 

“Successful 

Added” will be 

displayed. 

The icon changed 

to red-color filled 

favourite icon and 

a message with 

“Successful 

Added” is 

displayed. 

Pass 

 

Table 32 Remove favourite maid (Unit Testing) 

Test Case ID 010 Test Case Name Remove favourite 

maid 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Pre-Conditions 

User needs to log in to use the application. 

User should have at least one favourite maid. 

Test Case 

description 

Procedure Expected results Actual result Status 

Remove maids 

from the 

favourite list. 

1. Click red-

color filled 

“Favourite” 

icon beside 

the image of 

The icon will 

change to black 

border favourite 

icon and a 

message with 

“Successful 

The icon changed 

to black border 

favourite icon and 

a message with 

“Successful 

Pass 
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maid on the 

show page. 

Remove” will be 

displayed. 

Remove” is 

displayed. 

 

Table 33 View Favourite List 

Test Case ID 011 Test Case Name View Favourite 

List 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Pre-Conditions 

User needs to log in to use the application. 

Test Case 

description 

Procedure Expected 

results 

Actual result Status 

Retrieve 

favourite maid 

list from 

database and 

display. 

1. When click on 

“Favourite 

list” button on 

the homepage. 

Favourite maid 

list will be 

displayed. 

Favourite maid 

list is displayed. 

Pass 

 

Table 34 View Reminder (Unit Testing) 

Test Case ID 012 Test Case Name View Reminder 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Pre-Conditions 

User needs to log in to use the application. 

Test Case 

description 

Procedure Expected 

results 

Actual result Status 

Retrieve 

reminder list 

from database 

and display. 

1. When click 

on 

“Reminder” 

button on the 

homepage. 

Reminder list 

will be 

displayed. 

Reminder list is 

displayed. 

Pass 
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Table 35 Add Reminder (Unit Testing) 

Test Case ID 013 Test Case Name Add reminder 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Pre-Conditions 

User needs to log in to use the application. 

Test Case 

description 

Procedure Expected 

results 

Actual result Status 

Add reminder 1. Click “+” 

floating 

button. 

The reminder is 

saved to 

database. 

The reminder is 

saved to database.  

Pass 

2. Select date 

and time. 

3. Insert title of 

the reminder. 

4. Click “Add” 

button. 

 

Table 36 Remove reminder (Unit Testing) 

Test Case ID 014 Test Case Name Remove reminder 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Pre-Conditions 

User needs to log in to use the application. 

User should have at least one reminder in database. 

Test Case 

description 

Procedure Expected 

results 

Actual result Status 

Remove 

reminder 

1. Click “x” 

button on the 

card view of 

the reminder. 

The reminder is 

delete from the 

database. The 

reminder page is 

will be refresh. 

The reminder is 

delete from the 

database. The 

reminder page is 

will be refresh. 

Pass 
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Table 37 Profile Activity (Unit Testing) 

Test Case ID 015 Test Case Name Profile Activity 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Pre-Conditions 

User needs to log in to use the application. 

Test Case 

description 

Procedure Expected results Actual result Status 

Retrieve user 

information 

from database 

and display. 

1. When click 

on “Profile” 

button on 

the 

homepage. 

User’s information 

will be displayed. 

User’s 

information is 

displayed. 

Pass 
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Table 38 Edit Personal Information (Unit Testing) 

Test Case ID 016 Test Case Name Edit Personal 

Information 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Pre-Conditions 

User needs to log in to use the application. 

Test Case 

description 

Procedure Expected 

results 

Actual result Status 

Update user’s 

username and 

password. 

1. Click “Update” 

button. 

Personal 

information will 

successfully 

modified. 

Personal 

information is 

successfully 

modified. 

Pass 

2. Enter 

username. 

3. Enter 

password. 

4. Click “Done” 

button. 

Empty field on 

both column. 

1. Click “Update” 

button. 

Update failed. 

An error message 

with “Invalid 

input” will be 

displayed. 

Update failed. 

An error 

message with 

“Invalid input” 

is displayed. 

Pass 

2. Empty field on 

username 

column or 

password 

column or 

both. 

3. Click “Done” 

button. 

Enter 

password that 

not more than 

eight words. 

1. Click “Update” 

button. 

Update failed 

and error 

message with 

“Invalid 

Register failed 

and error 

message is 

showed. 

Pass 

2. Enter password 

not more than 8 

words. 
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3. Click “Done” 

button. 

Password” is 

displayed 

Discard to edit 

personal 

information. 

1. Click “Update” 

button. 

Personal 

information will 

not be edited. 

Remain in profile 

page. 

Personal 

information will 

not be edited. 

Remain in 

profile page. 

Pass 

2. Click “Cancel” 

button. 

 

Table 39 Logout Activity (Unit Testing) 

Test Case ID 017 Test Case Name Logout 

activity 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Pre-Conditions 

User needs to login to use the application. 

Test Case 

description 

Procedure Expected 

results 

Actual result Status 

Logout 

application. 

1. Click 

“Logout” 

button. 

User logout 

successfully. 

Redirect to 

main page. 

User logout 

successfully. 

Redirect to main 

page. 

Pass 

2. Click 

“Yes” 

button. 

Discard to 

logout. 

1. Click 

“Logout” 

button. 

User will not 

be logout and 

remain in the 

profile page. 

User will not logout 

and remain in the 

profile page. 

Pass 

2. Click 

“No” 

button. 
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7.3.2 Integration Testing 

In integration testing, the units of unit test cases are integrated into multiple modules 

to ensure good interface communication between functions. At this stage, five test 

cases will be tested. 

Table 40 Register an account and login (Integration Testing) 

Test Case ID I01 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Test Case Name Register an account and login. 

Modules involved Login authentication 

Register activity 

Test Procedure 1. Click “Register” button in the main page. 

2. Enter username, password, confirmation password, and 

select gender. 

3. Click “Register” button after entering the information. 

4. Login the application with the registered account. 

Expected Outputs Login successfully and navigate to homepage of the 

application. 

Pass/Fail Pass 

 

Table 41 Search and view maid list (Integration Testing) 

Test Case ID I02 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Test Case Name Search maid through view maid list and view the detail 

information of a maid.  

Modules involved Homepage activity 

View maid 

Search maid 

View maid information 

Add favourite maid 

Send reservation for maid 
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View preferences 

Test Procedure 1. User clicks on “Search” maid icon on the homepage. 

2. User clicks “Set preference” icon on the view page. 

3. User selects preferred characteristics of maid. 

4. User presses on “Done” button. 

5. After search result is displayed, user presses on the 

maid that wish to view the detail information. 

6. User clicks on the black border “favourite” icon. 

7. User clicks on “sent” icon. 

8. User compares preference with the information of 

maid by clicking on “view” icon. 

Expected Outputs The search result displayed correctly. 

The maid’s detail information displayed correctly. 

The maid is saved to the database. 

Pass/Fail Pass 
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Table 42 View and remove favourite maid (Integration Testing) 

Test Case ID I03 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Test Case Name View the favourite list and remove the favourite maid from 

database.  

Modules involved Homepage activity 

View favourite list 

Remove favourite maid 

Test Procedure 1. User clicks on “Favourite list” icon on the homepage. 

2. After the favourite maid list is displayed, the user 

presses on the maid that wish to view the detail 

information. 

3. User clicks on the red-color filled “favourite” icon. 

Expected Outputs The maid list displayed correctly. 

The maid’s detail information displayed correctly. 

The favourite maid is remove from the database. 

Pass/Fail Pass 

 

Table 43 View, add, and remove reminder (Integration Testing) 

Test Case ID I04 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Test Case Name View the reminder list, add and remove reminder. 

Modules involved Homepage activity 

View reminder  

Add reminder 

Remove reminder 

Test Procedure 1. User clicks on “Reminder list” icon on the homepage. 

2. After the reminder list is displayed, the user presses on 

the “x” button to remove the reminder.  

3. User clicks on the “+” floating button to add reminder. 
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4. User selects date and time. 

5. User enters the title of the reminder. 

Expected Outputs The reminder list displayed correctly. 

The reminder removed from the database. 

A new reminder is added to the database. 

Pass/Fail Pass 

 

Table 44 View, edit profile, and logout (Integration Testing) 

Test Case ID I05 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Test Case Name View, edit the profile and logout the application. 

Modules involved Homepage activity 

Profile Activity 

Edit personal information 

Logout Activity 

Test Procedure 1. User clicks on “Profile” icon on the homepage. 

2. After the profile displayed, user presses on the 

“Update” button to update the username and 

password.  

3. User clicks on the “Done” button and indicate edit 

completely.  

4. User clicks on the “Logout” button to logout the 

application. 

5. User clicks “Yes” button. 

Expected Outputs The profile information displayed correctly. 

The edited information updated correctly. 

User logout successfully. 

Pass/Fail Pass 
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7.3.3 System Testing 

In system testing, the modules that integrated during integration testing will be 

combined to ensure all the functions are functional. In this stage, only one test case 

which indicates a full process for the application. 

Table 45 Full process for application (System Testing) 

Designed by Ong Shu Xian Design Date 15-7-2020 

Executed by Ong Shu Xian Execution Date 22-7-2020 

Test Case Name Full process for application 

Test Procedure 1. Able to register and login. 

2. Able to view and search the maids. 

3. Able to set the preferences. 

4. Able to view the detail information of a maid. 

5. Able to bookmark the maids. 

6. Able to view bookmark list. 

7. Able to set a reminder and delete the reminder. 

8. Able to view profile. 

9. Able to edit personal information. 

10. Able to logout. 

Expected Outputs Register and login successfully. 

The search results are shown properly. 

The bookmark list successfully retrieves and deletes. 

The reminder has successfully retrieved and deleting. 

The personal information successfully edited. 

Logout successfully. 

Pass/Fail Pass 
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7.3.4 User Acceptance Testing 

In User Acceptance Testing (UAT), eight participants are invited to participate in the 

prototype design study. The purpose of this UAT test is to get feedback from 

participants and ensure the mobile application is ready to release. The following shows 

the template for UAT: 

Table 46 Template for User Acceptance Testing 

Tester    

Testing date    

Testing start 

time 

   

Testing end time    

    

Test module Test Scenario Status Feedbacks 

Register 1. User clicks on “Register” 

button on the main page. 

2. User enters the 

information without 

empty field. 

3. User clicks on “Register” 

button. 

  

Login 1. User clicks on “Login” 

button on the main page. 

2. User enters registered 

account.  

 Username: 

xian98@gmail.com 

 Password: 

xian3625 

3. User clicks on “Login” 

button. 

  

View and Search 

Maid 

View Maid 

1. User clicks on “Search” 

button on the homepage. 
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Search Maid 

1. User clicks on “set 

preferences” icon. 

2. User selects their 

preferred characteristics 

of maid. 

3. User clicks on “done” 

button. 

View detail information of 

maid 

1. User presses on one of 

the maid. 

2. User can scroll down to 

look the detail 

information of maid. 

Add favourite maid 

1. User clicks on black 

border “favourite” icon. 

Send reservation for maid. 

1. User clicks on “send” 

icon. 

View preferences 

1. User click on “view” 

icon. 

View Bookmark 

List 

View Bookmark List 

1. User clicks on 

“Bookmark list” button 

on the homepage. 

View detail information of 

favourite maid 

1. User presses on one of 

the favourite maid. 
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2. User can scroll down to 

look the detail 

information of favourite 

maid. 

Remove favourite maid 

1. User clicks on the red-

color filled “favourite” 

icon. 

Reminder View Reminder 

1. User clicks on 

“Reminder” button on 

the homepage. 

Add reminder 

1. User clicks on “+” 

floating button at the 

lower right corner. 

2. User selects date and 

times. 

3. User enter title of the 

reminder. 

4. User clicks on “Add” 

button. 

Remove reminder 

1. User clicks on “x” button. 

  

Profile View Profile 

1. User clicks on “Profile” 

button on the homepage. 

Edit Profile 

1. User clicks on “Update” 

button. 

2. User enters the 

information. 
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3. User clicks on “Done” 

button. 

Logout 

1. User clicks on “Logout” 

button. 

2. User clicks on “Yes” 

button. 

 

7.3.4.1 Result of User Acceptance Test (UAT) 

Each test module was tested by eight participants. All participants passed the test. The 

following table shows the test results of the User Acceptance Test (UAT) performed 

by eight users. 

Table 47 Result of UAT 

Test Modules Number of test 

conducted 

Number of test 

passed 

Feedbacks 

Register 8 8 - 

Login 8 8 - 

View and Search 

Maid 

8 8 - 

View Bookmark List 8 8 - 

Reminder 8 8 - 

Profile 8 8 - 
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7.3.5 Usability Testing 

In the usability test, participants are invited to test the application to determine their 

satisfaction with the application. In addition, the similarity measure of the search 

method will be selected based on the votes of the majority of participants. At this stage, 

participants are required to complete typical tasks while the researchers observe them. 

The following shows the template for usability testing: 

Table 48 Template for usability testing 

Participant #________ (type: novice/ expert) 

Name: Gender: 

Age: Occupation: 

User Satisfaction survey (adapted from System Usability Scale, Brooke, J. (1986)) 

 Strongly 

Disagree 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

Strongly 

Agree 

5 

1. I think that I would like to use this 

application for searching maids. 

     

2. I found the application unnecessarily 

complex. 

     

3. I thought the application was easy to use.       

4. I think that I would need the support of a 

technical person to be able to use this 

application. 

     

5.  I found this application was easily moved 

through without a lot of backtracking or data 

re-entry. 

     

6. I thought there was too much inconsistency 

in this application. 

     

7. I would imagine that most people would 

learn to use this application very quickly. 

     

8. I found the application very awkward to 

use. 

     

9. I felt very confident using the application.      
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10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I 

could get going with this application. 

     

1. Regarding the results of the top five/ top ten, how many of these five / ten maids are 

suitable for your preferences? 

 TOP 5 TOP 10 

Euclidean Distance   

Manhattan Distance   

Minkowski Distance   

Jaccard Coefficient   

Cosine Similarity   
 

2. Among the five methods, which one do you think is the best way to search for an 

ideal maid?  

Euclidean Distance 
 

Manhattan Distance 
 

Minkowski Distance 
 

Jaccard Coefficient 
 

Cosine Similarity 
 

 

3. Does the maid information provided help you search for maids? 

 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 
 

4. What did you like the best in the application?  
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5. What did you like the least in the application?  

 

 

6. Do you have any suggestions? 

 

 

 

7.3.5.1 Result of Usability Testing 

After completing the UAT, the user was asked to fill in the usability test form. 

According to Will (2017), when the SUS score is higher than 80.3, it is considered 

excellent, when it is higher than 68 is interpreted as good. Judging from Table 49, all 

SUS scores given by users are more than 68. Thus, this application is considered better. 

Table 40 illustrates the results of each similarity measure voted by users for the top 

five, and top ten maids preferred. The purpose of this voting is to select the best 

similarity measure to apply to the search application. The results (Table 42) shows that 

five out of eight users voted for the Jaccard coefficient, two users chose Manhattan 

distance, one user chose Euclidean distance, and no one voted for Minkowski distance 

and cosine similarity. 

 The following table shows the SUS score evaluated by the eight users. 

Table 49 Result for SUS score 

Question Participants Average 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 3 4.125 

2 1 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 1.375 

3 5 5 5 4 5 5 4 4 4.625 

4 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1.625 

5 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 4 4.000 

6 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2.500 

7 5 5 4 4 5 4 5 5 4.625 

8 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1.250 

9 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4.000 
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10 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 1 2.125 

Total 35 33 33 28 32 33 31 32 32.125 

SUS 

score 

87.5 82.5 82.5 70 80 82.5 77.5 80 80.31 

 

 The following table shows the similarity measure that users voted for when 

looking for more accurate results of maids. 

Table 50 Abbreviation form for similarity measure 

Euclidean Distance Euc 

Manhattan Distance Man 

Minkowski Distance Min 

Jaccard Coefficient Jacc 

Cosine Similarity Cos 

 

Table 51 Result for Usability Testing 

User Similarity Measures Preferred 

Similarity 

Measure 

Top Five Top Ten 

Euc Man Min Jacc Cos Euc Man Min Jacc Cos 

1 4 4 1 3 3 6 7 4 6 5 Manhattan 

2 2 5 2 5 3 5 7 5 7 6 Jaccard 

3 3 4 3 2 2 5 7 5 5 4 Manhattan 

4 3 3 3 4 2 5 6 5 7 4 Jaccard 

5 5 5 5 5 3 6 7 6 8 6 Jaccard 

6 4 4 4 4 4 5 6 5 7 6 Jaccard 

7 2 3 2 4 3 6 6 6 7 6 Jaccard 

8 4 4 2 3 4 7 6 5 6 6 Euclidean 
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CHAPTER 8 

 

Conclusion 

 

8.0 Conclusion 

In this project, Intelligent Mobile Maid Matching using Similarity Search was 

successfully developed in Android Platform. The project’s objectives were achieved 

which are (i) to design a mobile application for searching ideal maids ,and (ii) to 

provide a better maid searching using a similarity measure. The method of requirement 

gathering is collected through the use of questionnaires, which had been answered by 

people from different age group. Then, the results collected by the questionnaires are 

analyzed and generate functional and non-functional requirements.  

 There are five testing methods were accomplished to ensure the application is 

functional, usable, user friendly, and met the project requirements. The similarity 

measure implemented in this application is Jaccard coefficient because majority of the 

participants voted for Jaccard coefficient. This is because  the search results are closer 

to the preferences they set during the usability testing. 

 By using the application, the users are allowed to search maid, add reminder, 

and use the bookmark list function. The users can search maid by setting age, height, 

weight, gender, marital status, nationality, religion, language is spoken, type of maid, 

working experience, and previous workplace as their preferences. In addition, users 

can set reminders in the application to remind them of things to do.   
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8.1 Limitations and Recommendations 

No application is perfect. Although this application has successfully met all the 

required requirements and goals, there are still some limitations. Some 

recommendation are given to resolve these limitations and for future enhancment. 

           First of all, this application is only available on the Android platform. This is 

not convenient for maid seekers who want to search for maids using IOS devices. 

Therefore, the application can be developed as a cross-platform application in future.  

           Second, the search method of this application may not support the multiple 

selection. In the future, developers may propose a new similarity method that can 

calculate the similarity between two objects and provide multiple options for each 

feature. 

           Third, the maid seekers are unable to communicate with maids in this 

application. In the future, developers can create a feature that is a chat forum that 

allows maid seekers to interact with maids. Therefore, the maid seekers can learn more 

about maids as a personal attitude can be observed through chat.      

           Fourth, maid seekers cannot edit reminders. In the future, developers can add a 

feature that allows users to edit reminders so they don’t need to delete and add 

reminders again. 

           Fifth, the evaluation of previous employers should be added to record the 

characteristics of maids. For this application, it does not include this characteristic 

because the information is difficult to collect. In the future, developers can collect this 

information and implement it in the application. Therefore, those who are looking for 

a maid can learn more about the workability of the maid.  
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